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, . , ABSTRACT x .
. In' this 'thesis ;.an attempt, is made at a formal \ 
c1assif ieat ion of Urdu words• • Words' are f irst classi­
fied according to . tile:-full range of the different 
patterns of formal variation, then further sub-classified 
on the basis of concordial.and colligational criteria.
,■ -' Native .words, have beep treated separately from .the 
borrowed words ,in each class only insofar as they show 
a different range of the patterns; of formal variation.
. In the Introduction, it has been stated briefly 
what typb'of language is usedy and the main features of 
the type of analysis performed..
' Chapter One forms an Introduction. . .
Chapter" Two deals with.Nominal forms, both native 
and borrowed..
. Chapter Three deals -with adjectival forms including 
borrowed ones. •
V.; Chapter Four deals with verbal forms of native 
origin. ; ’ •
Chapter.-Five deals with pronominal forms 
, Chapter Six deals with concord patterns which have 
been referred to in,different Chapters
. Indeclinable forms are .also briefly mentioned in 
the, Chapters where necessary.
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hlier:. transcript ion. symbols used in this, thesis;'are 
for.-the-most part the 's! same , ad those "used in the All 
India" Romahl Alphab ei • devisbd by J. R>yJ,irth>whiQh. he . 
has used in- Urdu, by T..-.Grahame Bailey while editing 
it. ihHcollaboration s with A'.Hi Harley^.; , /' 1 / !
, I. have,, ;howeverInadeya few’ modifications * which ; 
hpe listed" belowA ’ ‘ " y . . y "yh Hy'l... '
\y :. Ifytfanscription ‘ yiy; a . Firth f.s ?hy  ^" A --
hi /y’ ; ..-y ■ y  i
■" ‘V y i  ' - • y 'VI: . y. V -  .
:'yy.y'T‘; y .■ id • _ \ ‘ V :'-,'y i y ■' V  • " A '
y ;y;Ay;' . n ; y y. . y; ' • • • Hy y:i y  w A/ly / -Ay;
:*. V\. ,'H ,u:::AV'r’:' V y A : . . / . A H u. . ‘ y/y’*- " ; ' ’ - -
A t  Frofessbr. Firth justifies this transcription in the 
following words :• . "‘A./ A t  V- ‘AA . t; ’ - •
A A'The .rpmanic ./orthography; employeddsrthe V  1 
1 outcome of my own • work bn. an A1 ly Indi an.. ■
; . alphabet,; and./was -vsubstitutedhor the yyt . -
• '-y: -;;t-rahs'criptibh:-:whidii Dr hr ah am e Bailey V" - . ,t.
A  .ju&e'ct ihroughoutv.!^'- 1... •. At A ;
yy . "The roMahic .orthography, ,b;othi ■ .<-j‘: a .a"’- 
:,. y.: phdnetically .■arid; linguistipallyt as ,'y 
■A y ' everyyspeaker" of'' Urdu, will: at once ; 1 -A - y 
V, -y. re c o gnis e, s e rve s aAay grammatical - ' • - A 
.;.;y^spdlling’‘whlefiriIndians .and Fakistahis ■
1; Teach-Yourself. Urdu^ -IT.Gi/Bailey, edited;by J.R. -Firth y r ;
1 andHAiHy Harley... ■ " The English Universities Press. Ltd. , •
. - London, 1956V- : . .r A a a .’ 4'- A y a a  ' t A :
Seo also ’The Problem of national Script for Indxa1 by 
. .;,v Daniel. Jones, Stephen Austin & Sons, Hertiord, . 194-2.. ,,:..
themselves could use, parallel' as, it - ' ; - y
is with the script.11/ 1.v *. " ■ , . " / ■
The list- below indicates in summary fashion phonetic , 
values to be associated with the symbols'. : ,
Qonsonants ’d./ip i ■- y
/£/ > • voiceless bilabial unaspirated piosiveV • . ; ■
/Ph/: voiceless; bilabial: aspirated plosive , ; ;
/hf voiced bilabial.unaspirated-plosive . v'yi.fy‘' -
/bh/ voiced bilabial aspirated plosive ‘ , -/v \ : i - '
/t/ .. voiceless dental unaspirated'plosive; .
/bh/ j; vb ice less dental aspirated plosive ; ..
/d/ voiced dental unaspirated plosive - ’ V i, 1 ;
/dh/ voiced-dental aspirated plosive j ' f. .
/t/ voiceless retroflex uhaspirated plosive ;
/iW. voicpless . retroflex aspirated plosive " -
/cj/ voiced retroflex unaspirated plosive ^
'/i^h/V/voiced retroflex aspirated plosive /; y ;J :•'* . v 
/.c/ .voiceless palatal unaspirated plosive (affricated)'y . : r 
/ch/ voiceless palatal aspirated plosive V
/j/ voiced palatal unaspirated (plosive ■ v\ i > -
./<jh/’ voiced .palatal aspirated plosive' : ,
/k/ voiceless velar unaspirated plosive ; ; .
/kh/ voiceless velar aspirated plosive. ~ / V;
/s/ voiced velar dnaspirated plosive .•>/ ■ 1
/gh/’ voiced velar aspirated plosive ,  ^ .
Dr Mohiuddin Qadri~ - -VHihddstani Phoneticsr^arisV 19301™ 
f* also Grahame-Bailey and-J.K.' lirth:-rl^ .acH: iourselx Urdu1 . _y
r/q/: vdiceless: 'uyhiar ^p.lps'ivet l"y. - ■'d ' ■ y 
/A/ voiced bilabial; nasal r 0 dy. yy.
/ii/I' voiced /alveolar, nasal . %;yiiw.s 
/1/ vpice.d^alveola! lateral ; • ly
5 "I ‘ ' '•■/ ' si : *•; y-
f'ryfl voiced alveolar tapped, / f. /fyyy 
;/£/dl:voiced retroflex unaspirated flappMy 
/ph/ voiced retroflex aspiratedifiapiped It 
/it//' voiceless labioidental fricative^'■ t- ,, 
Zv/ vpiced/labio^deptal fricative , v.
/s/v/voiceless- alveolar fricative i ,ylyy 
/z/ voiced alveolar fricative; ■' . ,yf
/1/ voiceless palatpl/fricatiye . i/i y-v.
/$// ;:;voiced palatal fricative . ■' ■ •
/x/d vPicelesst. velar fricative, . d'diy - ; 1 . d;’
:/$// VPiced .yeiar.fricativey ’ : d ' 1 i d  v .
/&/  /voiceless glottal fricative /  d ; ■ y  /  y  . ^
/j/ vo i p e/d pal at al unrpunde d / s emivowe 1 * d - ■ A
V o w e l s d v r d  t . / d  . ,y vd y  yd 1
a :i /-/ represents ;a long: unrounded nearly .dlose. front, vowel 
i . -shdrt- unrdunded'hearly;"balf " close droiit , /vli i 
e longvunrounded pearly half closeto. ‘mid-front 1 ;
•a/; /; ; long unrounded open nearly. back, • . J 'd  •*
©/ short; half opphyentraiy 1 f' t- d'*" dy
1*1, .See Hindustani IPhone tic%>by‘Br Mohiuddin'lQadri p. 91. /
/ v/also/^M.A’.'- 'Thesiai Dondonife^ 1965 ISiddiqui' AiH.,
'.page V l y  / y l y . , . . ,  f  ' y f d  d d :’ i . ' T l .  V  ■ '
- r o : long rounded half close to mid-hack /•
1 u. : short: rounded nearly_ half4 close back /
u:; dong rounded nearly ■: close-' backiid  ^.. \ '
Dip;hthongsd // ' i. d V d ’d ' •
ei, ©u, jdddld ;- ; -yd* d; - / -dy'-"
f ' ~ ■•'i/s'-use.d .td.aymbpd-ise' hasaiityfpf the .vowels. 
/All vowels in .Urdu can be nasalised. / . i ■■■;_
ABBREVIATIONS
C..P. Concord Pattern.,
A/P;. Arabic and Persian '
Mas . (M). Masculine
Eem. (f) .Peininine . y . -1 y . :
Sing. Singular'’
Elu. "Plural - :
Nom. Nominative
Obi4. , Oblique . y .y .
Voc. Vo cat ive •
Emph. Emphatic - ' ■
R.' , Root. - ; ' ■
S.R. Simple Root.
Ext.R. Ext ended Ro.ot.
f t
■ CflAPTER.1 - /
—  ISSS2BSS3SM ; /
The purpose of this study--^  is'; to/at temp t ? as far" 
as possible, a purely formal classification of 
Urdu words. When formal c lass if ica;t:ir6h alone is not 
sufficient to give us some b•rqad^ i^ i^ i'cation'' of the 
use of forms, it has been further supplemented by , 
sub-cdasification according to their relations 
with forms or;items from other classes. Classificaton 
on semantic or translational grounds,such as may be 
found in traditional grammars,has been avoided.
The Urdu talcen as a basisjpor thi;S; study is that 
of my own speech, while reference. i:s\ ;also. made to 
the modern literary language whieh'tdoes m o t  basically 
differ from my own speech. As.a native:speaker of Urdu 
and teacher of both Urdu and Persian at the Univers­
ity level, the. type of Urdu I have .used- here is a 
standard .Urdu,' acceptable to all.
. L : '■ CM§SIFIGAT10N„ .
Our First criterion of classification of Urdu 
words is;. their Full range oF Formal variation.
For this reason we had to classify our. words into 
Declinable,and Indeclinable groups. We have not j
- I
included the. Indeclinable words .of the language j
such as those commonly referred© to as Numerals, 
Particles, Adverbs, Postpositions and Preposed 
Particles which cannot be Formally deFined according 
to our criterion oF Formal variation.. They do not j
exhibit any change oF Form. We have, however, on !
occasions referred to them by their traditional 
names. Declinable words are regarded as words 
consisting oF root plus affix. The affix may, however, 
be zero in certain cases.. After declinable words 
have been classified by their total range of formal 
variation, we have Four major word classes;- Nouns 
Adjectives, Verbs, Pronouns* Thus we have different For­
mal variants of each class of words which are termed in 
this thesis Nominal Forms, Adjectival Forms, (both 
Native and Borrowed)', Verbal Forms and Pronominal Forms 
It will be seen that our first classification is
purely formal*
Our: second classification, is by' concordial relations 
with fo rms of other classes. This c1as si f i c a t i on is # 
partly formal and partly syntactic, and gives us 
5 the cat.e-.gories -of'VNtimb er... Gehder ,. and Person.
• "i . ■ .. ■ ' -. ’ * . 1
The concord.of Parson may also he regarded as partly 
lexical, in that concord.may he with particular 
. .lexical items rather/than with classes. ( see page 
Our third classification i s , b y Colli gation 
with other classes, or withpa. specific lexical item, 
such as postpositions, or. preposed particles ..(see 
.page '*•) • This Classification is thus partly formal 
partly syntactic and partly lexical. /■:
This method of approach has already .been touched sl 
up on * by P rqf.es sor . J. R • P i r th in A Sy nop sis of - 
Linguistic Theory 1930- 1955. j>p. 16 - 17.*
: In a discussion of. the Germanp Nominal Phrase
he suggests the:formal.classificationtand cross , 
classification of the German Article in the following- 
passage, which.foreshadow^s what;has been.attempted 
in this thesis. ; p
, Tt In G-ermah, the statement pf; the graphic expon­
ents of nvimber, gelider. and base provides-a .useful
^approximation totan analysis. Xn dealing; with the def«?S 
ihite particle by itself, f or ' examplethere are/; six /p 
y .forms in all ;;as f o l l o w s ' y.PPP .-;y
’ P PfderP jli©- das 'demp, dem den ' ppPy P-P'-'p y-,■ ..P ; • PP-Ppy
pppappypb - '■ •' c d " e uf ; .p!vfp-yP‘*: p - ‘: P  ■ ’ PPP
^PpP'lPptNf eb categories of gender are' se.tyup, we pyP
p:getpthepfollowingp dibtributiopHiforms;-PPy P .y p P' ' •: ;-P p
v p.. , ..PypyPyP; 'Hasonline: a> dye,‘ftp PipPy.-. . •; p '1 pp: ■ y. ■ ■ p 
’• ' P ■ Pyyptt^PpyVyf ©mlninep. b , ayp ■ , :':;P-PP P "PPf^  ' y; y-pPP / pp
' . 1. ■" -If''.;''pyb:'pipe:uter c,d,e* ppyp.. ‘.p, -/P - ':.-p.:p
yyPPypHQrPthe' two numbers, -singularPandjpluralp. P y -
/ ’' ’singular;\ a,bpcpdpe,f. , p t/pp,yp‘ :i'p-:;;
■■p.. . pfp,y ■ plural b , a, f . ' . y' u P pypf . / • P.- pp.- ’ -p.
P •' Ifyf our "casts/are recognised, pthe following table
:p ‘ . show^spthePmutual 'exclusiveness, of'the orthographic v Ppp;-
,■ pp"’ n^onbhtbt p- y. p y : ;■ P - • y . pP :-y. < * :-: y"Pp"p
PPP;;--' P 1P-> yf^ pip nominative a,b ,c* ■ . P-. P' 'P-P.,,
. : PPy P ‘ vPppgehitive ' \d,a..,P -P
VP'-uypVy ':P'yj;.;:'t;dative;v-PP-pa,e,fbv~' ':,P ' P.. - P'-p;"- ■y..;-.Pp.
-y P-P ;.;P ' P'-’VP pf/accusative f , c,b . PP 'p. , n /' ' yyppp.ppp'
The tabulation above shows -the necessity of -pon-;pf; y
p Pp y sidering; bbth:.the articles and all. the ' demonstrative^ . in
P v . colligatlOhv>.with(.b^stbhtiyes yahd.-adjectives in. the ynotiiy
PPppp Inal .phrase', strid. the; nominal piece in polligation'^wi th ; PC
p  P p  • " f*r \ p .  ■ P p  ■ -
the vebal piece# ' ■
■ In this study we have not discussedjkerivation 
or derivational affixes except in relation to the 
verb where;we have shown the patterns of the causative 
verbs.It is for’ this reason that the no-called 
pronominal-adjecfives e. g. 1 ham-ar-a., tum-har-a etc. - 
which we consider, derived forms, are puot discussed with 
the pronominal / form's , since by the' ...definition . . p
offered here (see, paged// j) they are. regarded simply 
as adjectives . ;p v ■ ." ' . P P
Each word class is described and classified by 
its form alone. Since we are concerned with ohly forms
syntactic, "and other criteria are not regarded within our 
terms of ..reference unless they have some bearing upon 
our fprmal classifications. .
Thus the main interest of this - thesisjis in 
formal variation of Urdu,words where 1emphasis is 
placed-upon classification by fox^mal eriteria.But this 
however, can sometimes be ambiguous, by .itselfunless 
,we take other things into account, such as eoncordial 
'relations between forms of different classes. p P
Urdu grammarians, treat all. the word classes
(i.e. parts, of speech) under three general
1
heads: Nouns, Verbs and Particles. Noun includes
such sub classes as the Substantive, the Adjective
-and the Pronoun etc. Thus the different, formal classes
are lumped together and defined semantically. For
instance,, Abdul'Haqq in his Qavaid-e-Urdu (Urdu
Grammar) defines noun and adjective .in these words:
/.The Noun is the word which denoted name_of_someone.
It has two sub-divisions i Particular ii) Commonf 
Adjectives are those words which denote the quality, ..
-■p :
■(quantity and .description* of a particular noun.
An attempt has. been made in this study to define 
words of different classes on formal grounds with 
syntactic function kept apart.
Although our nomenclature' Hay sometimes cor­
respond to that of traditional■grammars, there are 
nevertheless areas,of disagreement, since we have 
defined our words on the basis- of their forms.
1 Platts op . cit p.21 and also A • Hag. cl 1 op. cit p.16
2 AyHaqq. p. 17 -
3"' A* Hagg Vp • 52 ;
'7
For example , the' f ormsy - ga, -gi, . ~ge are - usually
described as verbal particles, used /in/forming the
y  ■ • i m . ,
future tense. Our analysis, however, copells us to 
call them ad^ectlyal_particles ( see page 46 )
y\/ Urdu .possesses a vast number of words of foreign 
origin, mostlyvborrowed from'Arabiic and Persian.
In traditionary grammars , these., borrowed-words are 
usually treated/separately from the native., elements * 
This is done on historical and etymological grounds^ 
.Since however, our study is a ’synchronic study, we have 
treated separately only those borrowed forms whinh 
show different patterns of formal variation from the 
native forms*’/.
P  / y y • ■ main ‘ - '
We have- divided pur study into four/sections
y 1. v They Study of Nominal Forms .
.2' The Study of Adjectival Forms 1 -
; P 3 The Study of Verbal Forms
. . Ij. The Study of Pronominal Forms.
1 .-See Platts op* cit. Persian and Arabic Construction
pp 61-113 ‘ • ':; ' - p , . p  ’ ■ p • ;:
Classification is of the Declinable Forms, with 
Indeclinable words which appear to ‘function in the 
same way as. the forms of a particular class, mentioned 
at the ehd of, the relevant chapter. .
Under each of these f our.-headings , we have listed all 
the different variants of each word, class, referring 
to them b^ Letter .and Humber.
We have used:
Roman Capitals and Roman numerals for 
v-,Hom;lnal Forms.
Greek-miniseiiles and ; Roman, Numerals ■ for 
Adjectival.Forms 
' - Roman.Miniscules andRoiiian Numerals for 
■ , \ Verbal Forms*
.Arabic • and- Roman Numerals, .f or. , ’
"Pronominal Forms. < i.
• ' CHAPTER 2 (a). ‘ ’ /
■NOMINAL. ffORM&OENATlfe ORIGIN "
: ■ For the purposes, 0;^,/this study, a NATIVE NOUN is 
defined as a word having one of .the patterns of formal 
variation^ Ay- F."as "listed, in/teible 1 helow:» >’"*
; , : TABLE.1 ‘ '
. A i R + 0 *’ ■' ' ’ ' . ii "R + 0- ' iii R + o
B* i R 4* . a ii R + e iii R h- o iv R * o
0 i R + 0 ii R -i- e lid R : -f o iv R + o
U . i R' ‘ + i ii R + ia;, iii R + io iv R + io
E . d R -i- ya ii R 4 ya iii R >  yo . ■ -D I rv R * yo
.:f" i R f e
1 " .  M 1
ii; R:- + e iii R a- yo iv R + yo 
----.----- — —
Table One shfws.; Nominal forms classified according
to their total range of variation,
"c .'-Native 1
t Urdu/nouns can thus,, according to their total
range, of formal variation, ,,be divided into six classes
labelled A’ -k:;F,; as;, shown.in .the table above.
y Glass A nouns exhibit. 5 fomal variants, while
classes B - F  exhibit 4 in each case. ■
; Examples'for Table One:.,
In the./following examples these roots'will be 
used to illustrate'each class.;,, (Root is marked R.) . .
.v - A ghor- ; house,
•. . B lofk-’ boy . ■ ;-V
1 ~ . r: 0 b.ehBn- - V :' ■sister . '• - A' ■ "V; ;\V . y
1 yp ghop- ■ - mare ' ;
' -■ 1 ' .VI: :X- - '■ -V, ■
E cit- bird ■
'. E . ga~ cow yt*; ’ \ .
The following" sentences illustrate the forms = of Table One
Ai ye ghor Occlia hoi. This is a good house.
,Aii , oi ghoro,' tumhari yad ati. hoi mujhe. Oh -houses, I
remember you
Aiii in ghero ko sojao. decorate these houses.
Bi. lerka aya. A boy came.
Bii lepke aye. , Some hoys came.
Biii ei lopko so ja.o. Go to sleep, you boys 1 
Biv in lopko ko bulao. -Gall these boys
Gi , . bohen adds hoi.', .The sister is- s a d : , -
Oii ap ki kitni bohPne hoi. How many .sisters do you 
■ - . • have ?: - ■■ '■'" V .
Giii oi bohena, idher ao . Gome here, ' my sisters V,
Giv in bohono ko dekho• Look at these sisters.y.
Di ye ghori moti hoi. This; mare is fat.
Dii ye ghopia kis ki hex. Whose are these mares?
Dili ©1 ghopio tea d©ufo. Run fast, you mares I
Div in ghorio ko cara dedo Give fodder to these mares.
ye cipye behut xud>su:2»t hei. This bird is pretty.
Eii cipya /ax per beithi hei. There are birds sitting
on the bough.
Eiii cipyo. turn kidher se ai• Birds, where have you
come from?
Eiv in cipyS ko asad ker do. Set these birds free.
gae dusdhdeti hei. A cow gives milk.
Eii ye gae kitne me xeri:di. How much did you pay for
these cows?
Fiii gayo. turn ghas khao. Eat your grass, cows!
Eiv in gayo ko ne setao. Do not tease these cows.
The Nominal forms; above may now be cross classi­
fied into three new classes on the basis of their 
occurrence in certain interdependent variation patterns 
with ADJECTIVES1 and VERBS2.
1. For the use of the term Adjective* in this thesis 
see Chapt. 5.
2. For the use of the term fverbf in this thesis see 
Chapt. 4.
* *  -
Such interdependent patterns involving nouns, 
adjectives, and verbs will be' termed CONCORD, PATTERNS*
They are- set out in detail in chapter 6 p^ lf .
•* ' The, concordial relations'-manifested by: those
patterns are of two types ( cf. Chapt, 6 pp .*)£*$) The one
: set of'relations;; is'termed the ,'CONOORD OF NUMBER and the 
'-'second the' CONCORD OF. OENDER.* 7
f - Forms: eccurringh in Concord .‘Pattern 1 but not in ;
. Concord Pattern 2 will be termed Singular*. Those occur­
ring., in Concord Pattern 2 but not ,.dn Concord Pattern 1 
will be termed’Plural, (see: pp,^6^/0. Those forms which 
may occur in either Concord Pattern 1 or 2: will, for the 
moment, be termed Neutral* . .
The forms listed .on ,p(t may thus now be re­
classified into Neutral, Singular and Plural-, This, is 












Bii ' Bi Biii Biv
■ Ci Cii Ciii Civ
Di ■ Dii Dili Div
Ei . Eii Eiri Eiv




ghbr ko dekho . 
ghar gir> geye /• 
Bii lepke ko dekho
lepke ae
■ Singular
Bi lepka ay a
Oi behen,ai .
Bi . ghopi' ai ,
Ei cipya ai -
Fi gae ai <
Blural .
Aii ai ghero
Aiii ghero ko dekho
Biii ei lepko idher ao
hiv lepko se kail do
Gii behene- ai
Oiii ei' b eheno
Oiv yo beheno ke sath
-The house fell down 
Look at the house I 
The. houses -fell .down 
Look at the - boy I 
The boys came -
The boy came :
The, sister came -
The mare, came -
V- ■ .
The bird came 
The cow came
0 houses 1.
Look at the houses I
Sou boys come here
O.hy.' to the boys
The sisters .came 
0 sisters! 
ae They came with their sisters
ghoria deup rohi hex t h e mares -, ar.e running; 
Dili ei ghorio o mares v
Div vo ghorio P?r sevar ho geye they mounted on
the mares
Eii " cirya up rehi hex
Eiii ei chiryo
Eiv chiryo ko dekho
Fii gae kha rehi hei 
Fi-ii ©i gayo 
Fiv gayo ke aig
birds are flying 
o birds
look at the birds 1 ,
the cows are eating 
o cows,
horns of the cows
Neutral and Singular Nominal forms may be further 
sub-classified according to whether they occur in Ooncord- 
pattern. 15 (P.^6 ) or Concord^ pattern ®- as described on: 
p. ' ! . /
Those Occurring in Goncord pattern-35 Vwill be 
termed - Masculine, and those in Ooncord pattern yp will be 
termed Feminine. ' .
The table of Nominal Forms may now be arranged 
as Table 3 below.
TABLE 3
!
NEUTRAL , SINGULAR PLURAL
( A  Ai Aii Aiii
-(
( B Bii . ■ Bi;.. Biii Biv
( o Ci Oii Ciii Civ
(
. ( D — ' 'Hi Dli Diii ' Civ
■ '■ :
(. E " ■ Ei • , Eii . Eiii Eiv
. (
( F ‘ Fi ■ Fii Fiii Fiv
■ It will be seen that Nominal Forms in Glasses 
A-B are Masculine .and those in Glasses C~F are feminine..'
We.may now further:,.classify the Plural nominal/
/. . -• A
forms according to whether they .colligate - .with one of the 
post . . 2 ' ' : ' ‘v
following/positions:' ... ’
ha, hi, Jke, ho, per,- me, ne, se, teh . '
or with one of the prepos.ed vocative particles:
ei, o.
1. See J.R. Firth - A’Synopsis of Linguistic Theory, 
1930-35-Eage 14
2. See J.T. Platts 'A Grammar of the Hindustani or Urdu 
language* Crosby Lochwood Son 1909 p.37 and also . 
Teach Yourself. Urdu - A.H. Harley, 1964 p.89
Those, forms, .which colligate with the po,st- ■; .
■positions are to be; termed; OBLIQUE* those. epliigating with - ■ -
the preposed particles are termed VOCATIVE. Those,that 
colligate with neither, are termed NOMINATIVE.^ ' p • py-
The Neutral form of Class A and the Singular;;! . ■ .. 'vl
iorms of Classes C’-F cannot’ be further subclassified on ' =//
this basis since; they may' all occur with or .^without: ' 
particles and postpositions. ' '1 ' v' :
Nominal; f orms. of Class B, however ,. may. be f sub* v ' 4. it
classified on'the-basis of their coliigatipn .with-the. t h
postpositions and:;:.phrt£bies .'listed-hboveconsidered . , !
together with, their occurrence in Number Qohcord'Patterns ; . ; 
1 &-2. Bid jmay^  colligate with both postpositions-and p  
Vocative particles, Bi with neither. ■ / /
Form Bi will thus be termed Nominative Singular. -p
Form Bii, when colligated with either particle or post-' 
position will-be termed vocative or oblique singular. P.
respectively. . .... • P
When Bii is not colligated with either post- /
position or voc. particle it will be found to be in a 
Plural Concord Pattern* . -In this context it functions as 
a Nominative Plural Form. .That is to say the same Nominal-. / 
Form, accompanied by a. postposition or a particle .-functions1 •^ v;.£
1 See W.S .:, Allen - A study, . in thePAnalysis of.-Hindi. sentence-";;
1 structure - Acta Linguistlea, Vol. vi p.p-* ,7^ ’~75» " ;
as an1 Oblique or vocative singular In CP.1 but as a 
Nominative plural, without either particles or postpositions
in CP 2 • ■ ' . : v \ q , * ■ ■
eeg., lapke_ ec.che her The boys are good
. • . - - ; 1 epice ted ’ deteho See the bbty ,
We„ .may ' how; draw up a.; comprehensive' table of . •
.Nominal' forms' of Native, Origin, in .which each form can be ;, 
identified uniquely and Unambiguously by reference to its 
multipileiplassification, .using. the\formal: .;ahinolliga™ 
tional : criteria cribed: above.
r TABLE 1
variation Singular Plural. ■ :
■ class NOMINATIVE...- Voc-Ob1. : Norn.; Voc *! Obi
MAS- \ P
*) '»•- • 
i (u) .V- ; i (b ) . ii iii
CULINE-^  .. i . ... , ii.(a) ii(b) . iii ' iv
(o ■ I ii iii iv ,
. ■ ' C :
SEMI- 1 i ii ;iii iV : .
nine: “W ■. vte. 
(
i ii • iii iv
(F i ii .. iii' iv
a) Singular form '(i) a occurring in CP 1_ ,
• > (ii) a " " CP I
b) Plural form (i) b • " " CP'2;1
NOTES ON: THE MEMBEHSHIP Off NOUN CLASSES A.- F
Class A ; "w-
■ Tliis, Class includes 
All masculine nouns: t e rminating in a Consonant, - C 
e*S* gher, phel , (house, fruit) .
All masc« nouns terminating ..in the vowels -i, ~u 
< 1 e *g. dhobi;, (washerman) ,'-bicehu (scorpion) .
Some nouns terminating iii ^ayi (The majority, of these 
dehote masc* relationship) ' ; .
, . 1  e* a (king), dada (paternal grandfather.)
; gif ja (church)
Class B 'v;— . . : y- I - - , . ?
This. nlass: ..comprises 
’All masculine nouns terminating in -a,, not. -included in 
Class; A ■;above, v ' \
:; e;g, fapka (boy ), be c c d (child) etc*
Class,-C- ,/y. vf
'- l/lvr :,:This class comprises • , ; ’ . ' . .,
All, feminine nouns terminating .in a- consonant, -c 
.. • e *g* belien (sister), rat, (night)
All f efainne;nouns, ending, in -a.y -u .
. mala (garland) ,1 jbaru (broom)
Class P.„ ’’
This class comprises: y ‘
All feminine nouns ending in -i\
e.g. lepki (girl) ghopi (mare)
Class E .
v This class comprises-:'' .’ •••■•. ..TV .
All, those feminine nouns, terminating in -ya ■
: e.g# cipya (bird) ' buphia (old woman)
Class E - . ■. ’
.This-class comprises: _ * . _ 1.
All .famine nouns ending in he
e.g. .gae (cow) ' .■ . . ,
Features of nasalisation . '. . : : .
y -; y;.'.fipuns having ;a nasalised ending retain the, nasal 
feature; Throughout. / - *ry * ' ,-■■■ ..
y; ;eyg. yrdhua; (smoke) c.f* lepka (boy) f
")y; • : '• ••--'yl. dhue , ■ ’ ■ y‘ lepkey • y \
;• ' '■ - ’’Tv dhuo . 1- _ , lepkcy • y ' . t . y;
' In sUch' f orms. a root R. T is assumed with the 
_ has alis at ion regarded as a property of the root. *1
3 #




", A small number of words which are formally 
invariable are found to function syntactically in the same 
way as the nominal forms described above. Compare for 
example 'the forms below with those on page 
e*S* PQ-Q 'Csl foot)
. un ke pao me^  derd hei He has a pain in his: foot
, us ka pao suj geya His foot has swollen
us ke pao cho^e her her feet are small
mere dono pao me- ckot • ai both my feet were injured
■ (lit. in my two feet /
harm came)
The form pao will be seen to be invariable whether 
occurring'with singular or plural verb forms, and whether 
or not it is colligated with postpositions..
In a full scale grammar of Urdu it would be con­
venient to call such words 'nouns1, by analogy with other 
nouns, although they do not show any of the characteristic 
patterns of formal variation. Such words will be termed 
1 Indeclinable nouns1.
V  77 ■7 1 ; . ; PERSI^ARABIQi 7'1... 7 /  1 -  1 '  ' 7yf. ■ ^ tlY 7 > 7
*■:■■; y^ •. Unden tHxs^^headinglwilL be considered all’ those 7 1-,-7:U
7)7 7. •" nominal for ms i;which; h {borrowed'from' Pe|rsran-and y'
f f - Aiabicy-(/usually via7Persian)',.yknh- which will b e, r e f erred 7/77 7
" '7 7 ' . : y'-vto - a s  Fersi-ArpbiG-■ \ C . 4 j ) b - r e y i a € e d l \ a s ‘.; '^k)rho.ims 7 ■ V ;7
,77-- /7;y nouhar ahey formally ;dlstihcii frbm thh;/NAflEEyNOOTS^ des'—'..Iyv. 7; Ty/
>: :jy. cribedyaboye (p . ( ^  ) inasmuch as they /may ; haye v-adfLikipnal 7 .yyy
’ y y ; formal variants ,lwhichlare':notf;fphhd-ipvthe variation . 7yy yylyily 
.//;p:atterha^of 7h■atdt:e:;nouns•l, , ‘ I ’ " 7 1 1  777,7'yy I  y 7 y  I -  7 h :  :r. ;/7y7
7)777/ traditional gr^mhrs 'liaye considefbdtp^ ' .■ y7hyV
■ .hb^l^Alhoh^ however, are in no way 'formally ' ’ :;V 7:
- ’ disiinbt/yfrom 'hatlveihpuhh^ i>: el.;thbyyhhve; been /complete ly - 7 : ;1 
7 y/ integrated^into theinati^ ' yEo;p)^  yl--
7: -such as ' me a1 (table )y though hist or i caliy or . etymolo gic ally y- 7 
;7/ v. Parsianyin origin, exhibits' exactly' the 7sanre7p of 77 A:;
7 ‘ formal variation. as. !behent /(sister) of Class C. (feminine) 177/7 y: 
(see p. ^ 2>^ 1 )>yy,--Therefore )/for/the purpose, of: ' our study,.’
• we’ heed hot regard7such7nduns';f-as:^ in/any1 way 'diff ereht.Vfroiri; vk-y^y 
, !: native nouns. yEo.r instance:, yytieg/.yis)'historicallyUof ;7f 7 . yyy.:
;y.l^ eian.y biiigfn. ,atL^.‘-,! beh-®n.y • bf>''-.-n.ai iy:o origih,7but7 there,as 77 .7777^
7’ 1* leach iyoursoll .Urdu 1. /Grahame. Baileyr7editbh ■b^:,r J.P. .: 777 17
7 )y  7 -" ' 7 , E i f ^ h 7 a n d ;7 H h r i e y  p p . *  x ~ x l . ; . 7 y '  7  : 7 7 .Y ‘ ':/- 7  y 7 7 7 7  . ' ; 7 7 7  77-7'
no .fdrmal. morphological difference betweenytlie two.,. ’ -The 
fpllDwingV'e^amplbhy'.Mlibiliustrateithe point;. Compare \ 
•'irie.z-.'1 with 1 bohon:1,-.in thebe7 sentences?'?'; y) ■ '
I.;--1 . JQ; iflez bbprThei;/; 17 •' -y /lifis / is 'a\ bigitehlefyyf •
;7 — veha kit hi me ze her- - t ' hpwimany tables; are there?. 
1 . ,}■ in m.ezo ko ' kphayf akthu?- : where should ’ I put thepe)=. .
.mezo eur/ktipsio sey-. "1 , the. room was packed up with 
rkemra-hhbraytha. 7; ,-7. ftables dndlohairs. •. ■
,7 . vo hemari b ehen hei-. , ' She ; is my sister.. 7,, >.
. r tumhafi; kithi * b ehehe ■ lier • - ho#- many s 1st ers have '.you?*- 
y , 7 ih^heheno meykeun b.e’pl v who... is the eldest of these 
■ ; 7 hei?. ; sisters? • . - ,?
■ \ .7' ei meri pyari pehenq .. Q: my beloved sisters I ? . 7■
- . 7, '“"By the term "Persi - Arabicn , therefore, in, this study 
Ais; meant thobe/riouns which have; possibilities of more y?7 
f ormal1 .variants ihlcertaiii contexts' than the' native nouns. 
7dispussedv: above, inyChapter Z That is to say for: these y 
nouns the rangelof/formal, variation is greater than -in' 
the- native patterns?.-/v.-.These nouns, are, discussed below.-
..Ay,-For the purpose of this study , therefore, a B/A,y . 
noun is def ined as a word having, one ofthe ..patterns 'of .7 
f orial' varistdof G ~ B at listed in Table 1,7 : 7.
u/.OABLE 5"/;
G i R 4-0 j- II ;‘R 4- o f iii R Aie o . iv R 4i at~
E/ ! iVR e 0 ! ii ;R 4vo ’ iii R +• o , iv R 4^ i :n








it.; R 4- 0 ,iii R W,. .+: 0; iv R ■ 4vha
IYYpi>K. -i- a ii R V e . iii R 4-;0 iv R'
. **4* 0 v. R 4- at ;■
; L:' •pi-®;. 4- a. ■' ii . R' 44'0... iii R + 0 ; iv / R
I V ++ V4- o •v R: e ejat •
' . M + a ii R -i- e iii R ' e 0 iv R
■ #¥; a-: o V ;R 4- ©gan
N. \ x ' R
!? . .< •+. 0 ii R V :
Kl
e-. ' iii R 4- 0 iv R\
4 • IV
+ 0 v :R 4- ha
Y O : . ;i R 4*. 0 . li R 4~.' A*0 | iii. R: 4- 0 ;ivi -R .'*i * •. 4- 0 V . E 4- at -
YPY I .i R 4-. 0: Y
r "
;.,K. .•/.^ ; iii’ • R' 4- ©in
' B.ersi-Arabic nouns -can-, JiiusY .according to their total . 
3?ange of formal i variation, /be divided into ten be lasses,, - 
labelled G - R,:.as shown, in the table above. Yr-';‘
■ In the^  dxampdes below .the following ; roots will be .used, 
to illustrate each class." ' - : V' Y . / l\YY' v , . Y;
G: r exbar ,. *• newspaper t, Y-i' ■ • - YY"'' Y.,, ■
'Y H v mubehnifi, . author ;,v ; , >• . *Y-
’■*" Y;;$*I Y me'rd d . ' a man • Y ;. .. ■, . ■’ '
■; :d' sal - . ■ .year ■> ,,,Y- ;; Y ; Y • '
-E \/tegf©b ;^/. experience,-'experiment a;.
v  y - .'>:<</
V-,; e>; > ; • Ii -. - ham.:;hY Y' :; •- litt erdocuments
Ii < , becc - 4YY child Y YYV -y -■
N kitabl hook*
0Y;Y
.. h ■' \ y ~ t
YY:^ 'dapdtiph.,Y; ,YY\ p
valid-. ' father ' Y p f' Y-'
It willld ebsPryed that. forms Y-\
yYY^ YG-, ,
: .i, ii* .iii'are/identical with the natIve,







.i iv are ^ identical "with'the' native', patterns 
of Glass 1
■and that: ->1'■ Y"Y" , ;Y ■ '4 -' Y- ■. ■ "YYY-y h  -4 *
. . - N ■ v.YiY-Yivvare. identical f with the' native patterns', ‘ ‘ Y v * Y*-j. - ■ ’ 1 ■vYV 1  ^ *Vi’ ■  ^\ ' *. t , •
■ v ;0Y/Y Y Yof glass' G. i-iv.v %'-■A’ -‘i ;' YY' : . Y Y Y ' ..... / 'Y 
SinceYthese forms .are.;used in theeameYpontexts, as -the ir 




>4 - H ).; iv .and..






Y,; YandyBYii Y . Y y - ■. ■ - ‘Y*;> '■ ■ :-
are,Y howevei, chaiacteristic of and exclusive to certain
36'
P/Anouns end are usedin certain; restricted/stylistic - 
and .literary contexts♦ • ..YY Y 1, Y ' Y'
p Yp Host of. • theseYforms. occur;> only YLhy the -literary 1 and. .; 
written style. e.g.- y. ’-Y^
exbarat .(Press;, newspapers).: r. , .
' ; ■ Ytbmam exbarat is /bat pef tmuttef iqf h©i
- ,Y- “ -Y y  f alb the newspapers (i.e. Press) are
.. ■ -  Y\Y I - unanimous on this point. YY' YY/-, - Y*' 
Y  . musenhifiin; (authors)- - • Y _■
p - Y\Y. ~ y., tereqqi^ppsdnd-mussiinifi;n Yi ek- meglis Yy
YY/ ' . - pY’Y ■ Ymuheqid bul. ■ • , ' Y--p Y. - ■ . ; p- :
;• Y • ■ P Y - .Y a meetingY.oYthe progressive, group -
- . p: Y , -. of authors whs. held.' YYp : -
Y y y  merdan -(meny) heroes )v : - -"yYyY
. p p Y p ■ - , .“ merdanr-i-ali' himmet. samene. ae ■ - Y
Y- ; , y the men of high' courage came forward,
salhay (years) ; Y-Y . y _ .... . - - ;■
. -ye kitab. un ki salha sal ki mihnet ka
■ ■ neti: ja hei yy- ' - Y _ /
; *•' Y ' YY Y this book is.; the result) of. his labour 
■' : Y  Y Y'Y p.Y. - for many years. . YYv v - "
•- Y tejrabat (experience, experiments).
■ .,P.vY/ Psains ke. teprebat/ ne s ab it -ker ,dia ke
pY Yp y Y ‘ 4 p q.ad,.per/'0ana mujkil nehr -'Y>; - y Y
■ Y  ; . / • ~ihbY^dlehfeific exp e riment s have
' ptp)3r---y-d 1 ^': ;';YYY,-Atyy ;- y JY y ; ' Y
. . y ;, - y ' ; "YYp - ; proved, that it is not difficult to y.-
“'*■ "Y YYp Y pi’ v . ply , r - go on the moon. ■ Y.p -Y 
“Y ‘y njplo^  dt- ( documents) ,y ; ' Y' VY-”'yyY.. y, YYY’' ■ y - . .
p Y. ■: p-:pY A Y . p p.J; Y'Ytp/YesiYqev.'-eur name j at ..mehf uyz "the . . ' -
:.;ypY JY; p/Py pp .y ‘Y'unhe. vaiiso^ko'milYgee Y.: ;.'p'- 'Y. yY y " p 
yY- ,. / ;t|Yp . - Y;' " Y^YAilptheYdeedsYand/documents which-' .
ppypYpypYYp . .f.K. -.Y pY ' - • were found.intact. were given to /,
, Y : Y ‘ Yp Yp.Y pyyr' .' . hisYheirs .p • " ppy) Y:;> ; Y Y; Y, y
. :-4Y Y - Yhedcegan (chiidren/Ytupiisp)/Y‘f Y'Yy .ypYpYY 
Y Y ' YY .bepcegane tPektebp;di:nC|hikmet pki bate "y
| p'; '■ : : ; Y y-, Y"‘ kya jane . y p y- pY- Y ,■ - I p -
-\Yy"Y- 'Y; Y Y/pY- y.p-p;' pypyMhat dopifekeseYg;^
yp Y / ; Y YYJYyiy'-'p-ypkhowy ;about- religion and philosophy.
YY/ph ■ p,■ kif.abhay:(bpdks.YYYY^:"YY^ ' v," -YuYY;v-\ - Y y  yp’' ypY . - 
Yy •; - • - V' ■ y Y' . kitabha i^danij’-.se hemne adabi'* suxen
Y YY;Y;Yp )/■; ' YY/\ 'p;.' P-vSi ikheyheiY YYpYpY:'.v'':'Y'Y-. .j, - -pP.y - • '
-Y ; --y , , <p 1 We haveP'learnt; tha.artyOf Y,converr ,
sat ion from the Ybpcks;; of -wisdom. = p.; 
yi tali:mat , (education) ; Y % ‘ ' ’ -
-YpY Y yY" ; YppY P;)dunlyavi' -ulu:m ke'':sath,.:di:ni talimat
Y \ Ypy'Y’:‘Yf ' /'Yp' . Y' hhipzeru :ri holy  ^ yp *.;Y y -p p v- ; y
.- YY " . \Y Y; ;• p-YpYp ' YY-p.r' .with; general education, religious , ^ Y
YY Y YpYpp. Y ' Y:Y-'yp y)-Y education is also necessary.
■ :Y;p yYvalid©in- hernare valid©inYheirYpsj; befe miheybanY 
■ • Y (parents) YY'-Y; ", YppYy • H-'p,; Y'-Yp Y^pY' YY - Y; '
_Y yy p y  y pYY yYYy hoi Y YY.Y /:Y'P' ,y'Y ■',: . p - Y, y .p ;  ' ‘ _ p .
- p -• .- '-p; Y' " ' Y -. - - \ -'our parents are. very kind to ..us. y
),'ihese:;forms of P/A,nouns i.e.>)Giv, Hiv, : Iiv, Jiv, Kv, 
Nv, Gy, Pif oceuriih Concord Pattern 2pi. e Y 
YPlural*'(P. L) [
: BROKEN PllIRAfS: YY A  p/ ) py y,Y >:'Y\,yp‘ Yp. Y^Y;Y p ;Y y  Yy
A -  p" yyGeiiairi.' sdhgularYhomto^ dn;Urdu/have altogether .
■" differentYpldral f ormaYwhlthpcannot be grouped, in the - ;
- rahge; of ' formhA^hriation shovih;' above )in fable- ■ f ■' '
y  fheyvare labelled here -apY/B^bkehYPIufals^^.pand are ^ too) . yp 
’ complex. to/be handled in terms of Ropt-Yahd A^fixfpwhich :YY 
phave^been AakehYab Ythepbasis of this study.Y ■ fhey are y 
■■■regarded/as. being examples.pof transplmited/Arabic ,
. ' morphology ,. and‘are /thus- outside the /scopeyofthisystudy .;Yy 
Y'-/ :Ypy y  ■.)'ip;d|gl,wbsgidY(eing-l Yh^moaque) ' y y  yp ’ . 'Yp/yY 
Y Y ' -.Ay : mes agid' (plu..). p/(mosques ) . PY Y Yy
YY y ^   py y \haly /‘ (sing. ) (condition)) p-p/'Y* // Y/pY y;py:
-‘Yyp>, - YY. •; ©Kval Ylpluy)Y ■•••(Gpndit-ibh/ description),; Y-
<’■ Ip Yveha ek nay mes.iid benl telYf'; Y’Yy Y. 4 Y-'YY
Y " Y Y  a new mosque has been built there. / YY ■ , p p
p kitni mas ,jide vi: ran pepi hai ■ Y Y y  p -
Y . Y y. many mosques, /are deserted." . , _. y / ;/Y;' , Y, P
y Y  ■ hukumet ke nae mensu :be- nie irnayat; euY--masajid ki , v :
4' YhamiyAhi heiy v_ _  ^y * 'Y ) .y;Y YYy A  Y : ' ■ Y Y Y
yi ; Platts, . opioid,/ page /oa p,p Y Y y.y’■ \ y -y/y:
. • '■/ . InYtlie neW‘/sdhein0'i-';bfY'69^®rnm©ht9\' there; ib Ya . ., Y
• \ , y “ _ ' plan to . construct mosques and- buildings. . Ppp
Ypy un ka lial dpse pbeynohr malu:m, y A / y A \ p y ^  Y.y ypY 
Y nothing has been known about him for /a long
- . • p y timed .,-Yv Y' ■ ' vA y   ^ Yy" ' - ' ' .”;i-
YP xudaY kf:Ydoin ka ;mu’:sa se. pu: chie . ehval..(a line .from " Y
ppp.YYp ’■■ v- y) y y  ' /Y' . ' . - ■ yy Y p  :: .' & famous poet) 
Yyhp . ■ py the /description of YpivineY gift <will .best be y y y
■ p.pY.; Y . described .byYHoses * ..-Y YP . ■ ;--h- A ; Y. p ’ ’ ” :y.y
pAll'nounspdf this class■are borrowed from ArabicY(usuallyYp, 
via YPersian). . Y Y ,. . A-Y .p,,;;Y;'p!YfY' p; A
y  plhe f ormsycpurring : in Concord. Pattex's.,.2 (Plural) 1
may or, may not y  alligate-'with;preposedYvocative particles "•
or;-past«positioru there; is no' change in. the .. h y y
plural nominal form) . Y) :;Y,Y /P! ■ ' / yd'. . ‘ %y  ; v . ,pY yyp Yp 
Y:" A e. g. el J erjlfYadml A  : .0 nobleman' Y'-y: /Y Ap.r.
1 p Y‘ Ste®f a ka ye destu : r. hei '' p ; Y • ' - p. y
" Y':"Yy p ;ykppvPY 'this/ is .the principle of noblemen. ■ yy, A 
Y- ;pi) allmol ye tumhara f erz hei • ■ .y / Y! : . . y
P., s ■, y "Y Yy . 0 scholars IY it is your duty. p . : Y p':Y 
Y ; pp; . ulema-Yki teqri :r suhne • log' du:r du:r se ae .p ■ A" 
'YpY ■:■) )'..,Y'pY'. to hearp the speech of/.learned men, Y ;Y. 
:yp YY Y:\ • A- ;:..'; p e op 1 e p c ame fro m far add/hear.■' AY. yp-.
2. -ENGLISH NOUNS- . / A A .  Y P-‘ .
. , Quite a number of' wordsxborrqwed from. English and, yy
through .English, /from Portuguese And Pfench,.. today, form y 
an integralypart/ ofYthLe -Frdu, ,vpchbulary as -.nominal formsy 
/yY ■ -All of ' them show . the : saine patterns of f orrnal. varia- 
tioii as nut ive) nouns and:, thereh are thus. no/formal, morpho- 
Ibgicdl grounds, ,f0 r ;distingp.islling between -jiiglish loan, 
words/,and native, nominal forms. fhe examples belptr) .
will 'illustrate; Ahe p»oint/i 1 for instance, we' shall" " h 
take the; English nouns ,isku:l (school), pinsil, (Pencil) Y 
yuniversiti (University) comparing them" with- the native . 
nqunsyof Glasses -A/(gher), Qh(behen) 1: (lepki)" /above 
page %*\ .it will'' he seen that there- is no difference ; -. 
.in, .their; formal v ariati;on,' i. a./-■ ’pinsilfY has the same . 
formal variants; as’ tbdhen- ’(see/page .-fhe following
examples "will > illustrate the statement.;' . * . V
Y;-, ye/pinsil -hemari. hei- Y .-. fhis is my pencil • Y 
A  ye kitnl ;pinslle:/hei r how many pencils are there?/ 
,l : in pinsilo se likho, , y write-down with these - ,
/y'\. y-- A - A t y  ■ AyA-*y A. pencils * ■
r us • ka isku:1 khula hei his school, is open. '
' y. in • Isku: ld,.-m;eKdaixela:-; * " admission- is/very difficult-.. 
- geld ;nehl- milta Y A  in these: schools,
*. ye/ hei ' ymiiyersiti: hei,/- ' Yihis- is' a Anew university.
• Y. in yuniversit io ;kl"pdphal education. la-good in these Y , 
©cchi hei Y Y:r : /. universities. ,s
. ^Pakistan ki/'sari • .all the universities, of - AYl
■ yunlvars.itla ankejibend - Pakistan are, closed these.
. d i e ! Y . .A l - * ':/,/■ days. A Y A'Y Y : ; . Y d
' ' CHAPTER 5 (a)
ADJECTIVAL FORMS•OF-NATIVE ORIGIN 
In this Study AD JEOf IVES' are defined as words
whose total range of formal variation is as in fable $
below, fhe symbol is used to-indicate the formal
*1 ■ * ‘variation pattern of adjectives.
fABLE 6
(A I R- + a
JL ii - R + i
gL
. .  . . .  ..
-iii R e
fhe following are examples of each form with the >
Root ©cch- - ; /
Y c/ i .eccha . good , , : -
c< ii ©cchi n . ; /
A  iii ©cche Y
Form i occurs in Number Concord Pattern 1 (pc?50
Forms/ii & / iii occur in Number Concord Pattern 2 (p^ 
Forms / i and </iii occur in lender Concord Pattern
(p9^)
while Form A  ii occui*s in Gender Concord Pattern .4.- (p*?^)
In other words, concordial relations of one kind,
1. fhe use of such a symbol ( °( ) enables one to handle v 
the material economically in' such passages as those 
on pp.^L-Hand elsewhere, y ' '
i.e. of -Gender, obtain between forms /  i and Forms/iii 
and MASCULINE NOUNS (see p. c1& ), and between Form a( ii and 
FEMININE’nouns(see pi f ^ ) while concordial relations of 
a different kind, i.e., of Number,- obtain between form / i 
and certain singular nominal forms.\ Forms/ ii, iii on
the other hand, may colligate .with both singular and plural 
Nominal forms.; ' A . " . - ' '
Form ai ifi may- colligate with a singular 
masculine noun only when that noun itself is colligated 
either with a proposed .particle (p %$ above) or with a 
postposition (p above). Form /  iii may colligate with 
a plural masculine noun, whether or not the noun is 
colligated with such a particle, or postposition.
fhe following examples illustrate the above 
statements.
c/i Showing concord with-.masculine singular nouns not 
colligated with ^ postposition or-preposed..particle, 
ye accha keppa hei this is good cloth. ,
vo eccha lepka hei , ' he is a good boy
/  ii Showing/concord with feminine nouns, singular and
y plural ■ " - -
ye ecchiuphni hei • this is a good,scarf. .
ei ©cchi lepki" ; (you) good girli
; - ek e.cchi uphni se, ser . , cover your head with a good
chupaoi' • : scarf! ■ - ;
; ©cclli l©pkia.;yv<atidki ; ■ good girls help their mothers ' 
imadad kerti her
; -. ye ©cchiyuphnia hei these are good scarves A
■ ■ ©i ecchi lepkio idher ao come-here- my fine- girls I
turn ne ecchi uphnip ko phapqala you have'torn.these,
, ' Y ‘ Y v ); ' • ■■■_;/ .good scarves
A  iii (a) Showing concord with masculine singular nouns
; Y + preposed particles (vocative)^ Yy
' ei bhele iepke suno 1 listen to me, my fine fellows;! -
A Y . (b) . Showing concord with masculine singular nouns /
YY' . postposition (oblique)
' ■ -itne ecche keppe per dhebba l©g geya there's a stain
■ on such fine cloth.
(c) Showing concord-with masculine plural nouns
eise ,ocche keppe keha Where'could you get such 
• milt.e hei? ' ' - : fine cloths?
(d) Showing concord with masculine plural nouns 
+ preposed particle (vocative)
. ei ecche lepko, sunoi listen, my fine-fellows I
(e) Showing concord with masculine plural nouns
4* postposition (oblique)
uske ecche kqppo per ink got on to his fine 
rofnai leg gei clothes
1.. See O h 2 p .
2* v See ch.2 p . &  &
Tp s urn up,• For m oC i shows concord with nominative 
masculine singular nouns (p^5). Form c< ii shows concord 
with-.feminine.'nouns both singular and plural. Form c*( iii 
shows concord with masculine oblique and vocative singular 
nouns, and with Masculine plural nouns.
: In the table below, the .adjectival forms■are 




all forms MASC SP S 0!?p™c* plur.all forms
oi i . oC ii o( iii
; Adjectival forms of the &C pattern (see table sw#) 
having1a nasalised ending retain their nasalised feature 
throughout the inflexional pattern.
-■ For example.
; ^ i . day a
o(. ii dayi right (hand).
c^ Ciii daye
In such forms'- a root day- is assumed with the. nasalisation 
regarded as a property of fhe root. .
. INDECLINABLE ADJECTIVES
Some words which are formally invariable are
found to function syntactically in the same way as the
Adjectival forms described above. Such a word is lal (red).
Compare for example the forms below with those on page
ye lal keppakis ka hei? Whose, is this red cloth?
ye' lal uphni kis ki hei? Whose is this red scarf?
ye lal uphnia kis ki her? ■ Whose are. these red scarves?
lal keppe per dhebba hei "There’-s ,a stain on the red
. . ‘ cloth
lal‘keppe dikhao Show nie. some red clothes
lal keppo ko sendu:q me j:Putjfhose red ..clothes ; in \ y 
rekkho , ; . . the chest . 1. f .. .
fhus; the word lal. will be seen to "be invariable, whether V h
occurring..with,singular or plural, .masculine or. feminine >'
nominal, forms',. and whether or not the nouns • are colligated
with postpositions. 1 : - -.I.' I- - ' : ■ .
In . a full scale -grammar of ; ^ rdul: ;it would be 
convenient to call such words Adjectives by analogy with 
other Adjectives, even though they do not.share any of the 
.characteristic patterns of formal variation described 
above. Such words: in this Study will be; termed
’ Indeclinable : Adjectives1 . • •
&ADJEOfIVAL PARTICLES
ga, gi,. ge:-
.  ^ alt will be noted that the forms ga, gi, ge which
are traditionally regarded as inflexional endings attached
to certain forms of the verb to indicate the Vfuture
. . a:' A
tense1 should by our definition of an adjective on p /^/ 
be claimed as the formal variant of .an adjective with the 
root g-. Such a classification is supported by the fact 
that these forms have the same concordial relation with 
nouns as the adjectives described hitherto, 
e.g.
kala. ghora deupa fhe. black horse ran .
kali.ghori deupi fhe black mare ran .
kele ghope deupe fhe black horses ran.
, kala ghopa deupe ga . fhe black horse will run.
kali ghopi deupe gi fhe black mare will run.
kale ghope deupe ge fhe black horses will run .
fhey differ from other adjectives, however, in 
that they are restricted syntactically to occurrences 
after the verbal forms (see page 6s)
On syntactic grounds, therefore, ga, gi, ge will
1* Platts op.cit. p.142.
distinguished. from adjectives, despite the identity of 
, formal variation^ and will be termed adjectival part 1 cles'■> 
showing . concord of gender and . number with nouns an cl 
number and person with pronouns, and always- colligated with 
one of the verbal forms. ; . j
lepka pephe ga fhe boy will read..
' • ^iepki-pephe" gi • :fhe girl'will tread - ’
. lepke pepha ge the boys . will read •
. l^pkia pephe‘ gi -fhe girls will read * -•
' >•. mei jau ga ' " 1,1 shall gd ' ; : • : v
.; tu jae gi . > you ' (gif 1) wi 11v go •
/'hem jae ge . *; we will- go. ■ y ■ .
•vo jae. ge fhey (boys); will go •
. vo jae gi They (girls) will go*
/ / t ;i M ' C -' v f  k y g y - ;V : - y y y y y v ' , g y y ;H;i
..' "' -V ...... . : ,; OBAPl'ER 3 ft) ■ f' • V : ':
• yg/BOHHOtED.^APJEOf IVAL EQRfe. ' if y*' ’v-y./ - V
: ; v, C Unde r th is . he ading will b e ' c ons ide red tho s ey ad j e chive s 
"originally, bofrowed from ParsIan.yahd' Arab icl Some of 
'these- adjectives1, are .formally ^ distinct from, the' native y
ad-j act ives .^inasmuch as they mayydiave. different'Patterns of ’;
r•;form^ i^ <y'ariation,l which are. not fouhd. With-.the native'1 •
adj ect ivai f o r m s ; .y i t  y/ -'''tV .v :; . / , ■ ■'
On the basis of formal and colligatiohal criteria . 
3$A. adjectives may.'te divided-1 into, three' groups• >
1.4 Identical - with, nat ive /patt ernM - i
Ad j e ct ives vVhlbh ahe /always-'- and-' in all circumst ancest- 
' of. thes ame form as. nat ive .-.ad j e ct ive el Although /. ‘ ;
historically these ladje-ctivesyare of Persian and Arabic /:■
o^rigih they, a r e o f  / this ’ study’grouped V
with native adjectives, 'since they have. the same forms ;
and range of formal variation. :t-;;- / ■ ; ; ; ' \ \
i.e.' fi&f<^ii* <7Ciii. •-'/ ,"' - - -y
.In the examples be low ** genda, which is.^afyP/A origin, /
behaves • formally in the same way as the native forms 
already /described- on-p* la y i
ye genda Tonka ■ hei ; fhe, hoy is . untidy. '
y e , gehdf lopki hei the, girl, is - unt idy ./■
■ye gonde lopke"hex ' 'these hoys .are -untidy. ~:•
ye g^ndi Tepkia hei these' girls are untidy.»
in gendt lopkio ko yeha DonVt;allow these untidy 
no bethao girls to sit here, /
in g.end-e Sepka koyyoha ; Don11 call these untidy.
• n© bulao ' . *y-■/;'■" boys here.-. f
Such; adj ect iyal-, forms nee.d no further discussion as they y 
are comp let e ly int egrated int o ; t he nat ive. p at t erns * ~ v .s;
2, Indeclinable:; .. '/ : • 1ip* - • I . 1 . -■> ^
v i^ As; a. general rule most,df the P/A adjectives either
haviiig the forpa■ Jsi or ending-in'a consonant (like the
indeclinable forms of native adjectives) ?are .invariable
in form; i.e•>; they iimction"hyntacticallyyiil;the;;same way
as the adject ival' forms des cribed, ab ove, but do not show . .
similar variation in form. Compare for example the
formsWelpw with those on page. f y \
- . ye ztnda . janv©r hei \ - This is . a Tlve bhlmal- .
.pf'/ / ' ■' - ‘ 1 (Masculine)
, ' ye zinda me chi i hei. ‘ this. is a live fish /, T-
' 1 I,//. n, 1 , ' (feminine)’'
ye•'zinda janver hex fliese- are, -live animals,
ye. zinda m©chlia"hea ’ fhese. are 'live fishes. -
: ye sef ed, ghori h©i-\./;yi;/fhis is a white mare . - y ,/ 
ye: sefed ghope hex' h fhese: are white 'horses. h
ye s.efed ghopia her fhese are white mares-.
- j V- : . . ye xurbsu: rat admii:;h©i 7' this ..-man' is handsome.
• ,h J'i5 V :, . ye xu; bsurrat Oureiihei 7' this woman is pretty. V,v\
, ', Thbseiad^ ;can in. ho way he formally- different-
, iated; from th0;native, forms-disAussed .on page "7 
7 'a]^hpugh h;istoricaiiyr they are borrowed from Persian and h- . 
Arabic, ; 7 /if " ..'’7'-./7, 7- 7': , . . • ■
- - 3 • Ad,iOctivai forms .with special p;at Wins. of formal:; 
t 7;vari atibnf fy ’ ' • ' ';'r •'~7 : .■ v~" " ,.
- h,y/^ hihis;ygroups of'^ 'adjbctiyes can.;,be-„formally identified , 7 
*A:'.as''. Vborr'ow,e'd*- in; that they exhibit formal variants not *',/
7 found in the. native adjectival patterns. . The symbol p i 7{ 
is^ -use<i:vtp• ihdicai|e-.the.; p,s$f^rn of. formal variation of ;;:r
th,is rgroup; .of borrowed abjectivbs• Their total range
pfi/iormal;.'variation vis indicated in the table belowr: 7 •. ^
,i"7;; ; 7‘‘ " j 7 TABLE ff . ;.V 7 " _ ‘ " W '’'1 >'V-7 ■' '
” i fW ^-0 7 '1 7
m : i i "  v ■  R '  t  e r
\ r i i i  ■ ■ j '  R t h r i i h i
, The following are examples of'each form used with .the 
7root 'ihesiin’1 i(beautiful);. ^  v 7" , ' ■
7 v'vfii>:77^osi;:h ^ beautiful W'/- "7“
7c; Bii hesilntor ’ more beautiful . . ,
7.7. Biii;3^siiiif ori ;jf7 most' Beautiful , . 1
, - yivnlhrmp t Bi'i ahd: Wii7can fupWer be,^ distinguished f ronf t
■; nW^W'P^f 7'^ns7^7 in ;that fpnms'Bid and'Bii77° n°t 7\:. 77 7t(
; enter into 1 the' Concord Patterns<:of number ,and';gend7 ■ i
v: and: as c an be: s e eh f r o m the f Olio wing, examples : ‘ ' (see pag;e 70
7 vo oureWW s i  :h7hai 77 ; . that woman;;is beautiful. • 77-77
7'^-77\7.Wl^9:^P7,''^u'^ P^''':™®: c; 7 it who is the more heautIful£ 7■■,77!
s ; , hasi:ntor keunhei? •' of .the two womeni v . > ...*77
 ^.^VoVburW^mul^7fcp:77:.. . 7that7woman !;is7considered -7 J77 
; W7-h e W :':rt©Pi:rr semihi „ - • the .most beautiful in, the :
■ 7" _ p jati heiv :• 7 • , 7‘v - land! 7 ..7 7y ■■77(7 . _ 7.7'- 7\
i > - - 7-Po.rmsT^ ii; :and' jBiii may conveniently be called ft “ 7;77
{ 7v- oomparative ieLhh superlative ^ inasmuch as they ^ show dpgro08 .v 77;
7y. of comparison.. 7 7 7.7'; 7'- _ -pyyt',' .7 ' .... 7' ' 7" : 7; 7>:
-7 ' . - W  patWtrsThave^ and superlative forms . 777
t 7^7ike %,pii and piii.' 77^ari7hs. synt act id'devices are ’ ;  ^77. 7 v 7-'7
■7; 7 employed;to express .'degree of . comparison, . the most - V " 7.7 ■" 77 7 
' common being7the ..use of the post position ’se1 (from) , ■ ' 7
■ ' ’ e •.£ 7 yo usse accha Thai ■* This is . better than that. : ■ 77:
7o - - literally means7 Vthis from that rtsiW o & ;V v ’ 7 -'7:7. ■ ;77!?i
.7. :;'W^ m^ -^oOmphre^;coW7^u^ :io;7S'■witti'■pii^ and7piii, on -the/;''7 7 7--:
■ : 7;semaritie7 level, -.with' similar constructions in which JL. • _ 7 : 7 7  
77i-'f orms ' are • ernplpyed..: 7 " 7-7"7'77^  7;:7\ 7 - 7' 'v'- 77 . .77- .7 ; ■ 7 77
7,;v7 ( e *g> W i  • is se vo.: eccha:-he:l;7 /this is better thaLn. 7777
’. . 77 : 7' 7 -vi’7;: 7' 7 7\ 7 .. ,*7. '\77'- that 7 •■7/,:" 7, 777*
.7 p i i i -  .se  -vo ,l j i h t e r  h e i  i7-;, 7 t h i s ;  is ' B e t t e r  th a n  t h a t .
, 7  '' p - 9^ : i i  ; ; in 7 d d n o  me: v o ?e .c h h l:% \:si£e-t±Q-W h e p b e t te r .  o f  th e  ,
•' ' 7 p h © i-7 -7 ' ■ - , ■ t  7 1 t w ° . ' ’ 7, '• >' •
p  V p t  ; \ / j 3 i i :  . i n  do no me vo\ ' • - ‘ she i s  tile ,.; m ore b e a u t  i W l
7 7Pp 7 ■ ' - h a s i : n t e i ;h e i7 7  7 ;■ 7 o f  th e  tw o ) women. , 7p,p7
„;v : ;;:7 /p ;  <A i i  vo  © t r e t  gao me sob t h a t  woman: i s  .. th e  b e s t  ih ;
7 - i  . ,7 7 .. ’ se.; e c c h i h o i  . 7 th e  v i l l a g e , -  -
; p 7 p i i i  vo gao m e iW o i : W © r i . S h e  i s  th e  m ost b e a u i i f u  1 ;
7 . /  ;;-''77 ■' ;7;-. ■’ 7 'h a i  : ' 7 - p p p p \ p  p  p ' ; / p  in W h e  '■ v i l l a g e 7. =--7 P 7 7
,.f : 77  ^The G o m p a ra t iv e 7= is /  f r e q u e n t l y :; e x p rejSs a d 7 a ls o  b y ' a s ih g ^ th q  v 
7  % -W A -w o rd s  7 b o h is b © t t; ^ in '  n e lW ip h  t o . )  o r  1 m u q a b le te n 1.
7 7 7 p  7 (p e m p e rW i^ o ly )  e * g .  ' • ; '  ; ’7 ' ' p 7 7 7 /7 7 y 7 7 7 i  ' . 7-7;'
"  7 os  ■ h a . qod  hom are b e n is b e t  ie m b ih e i  , _ p p t  / 7-7 ; - ' ' ■ 7 .,
7 "; ■r y';''-'v7,- p pp y7i h is  h e ig h t  f i b i  g re a te r ; ,  th a n  m in e . -, p' ; ' - . .
. .Vi. 7  -"7 \ i , e  * ..lie i s  t a l  1 e r  t h a i l  me .. ,7 7 ' y . 7  ' '* 7
T h e ..- S u p e r l a t i v e ^  w o rd 1 's o b ,1 ( a l l )
■^7;77;; W l l ° w a d t b y 7 t  h e ; p W t ’7; p o s i t io n 7 is e W W s - P W W f ' ,  7 7  '7
7= ~ • ;7  vo  t W 'B b -;bbcha  h e i  a  v . 7 7 '7 7  . _ v 'p 7 7 -
■ . ;77 ‘ ‘ 7 ’ 7 ■■■'■' ■ ho i s  th e  b e s t  o f  a l l .  ' 7p p .p  1 y - p 7 7 -7
-.777 r-; '.Avh7~&eb~-s .e7 ho s .i':ii7 h e i  •' 7 7 :7 7 7  ,/p.n -p^ , _ p ■ . - " ‘-i ' p
-t- - . ■ ; : t;r:shep,is  ;t h e  m ib s b 7 b :e a u tifu lV  p 7777777-77h77: 7 - .;
, . OHAP'x'KR H  . ' '
■. VERBAL POHMS
v. ■' For the purposeV: - of this study, a VERB is; defined 
as a\‘;w.ord‘having- one - of theVifpl^owjjag -patterns"; of formal 
variation5 shOWhhd-A^ -the^ tab,!'©, beiow..'-t- . - 7. , - , 7
-■ 3 TABLE -R ' y''. V^-'-p ... V  ’
(a) 5;d-:R: +:• 0. ; ^ 7 :;- ■. *’ 7
_ _  _ ._ r . . ..
I-- 7 - t t :jiiR. -k a 7 iiiR . -ft&*. ! ivR v^h- na
* : T':; • |vR5!-k? 1 1 ! viB-^v’ti- - viiR -¥■ ni
' yiiiR  t e; ixft f  ne
■ f  ’ U:Y xR +:- x xiR -!-• t i
7V"‘' xiiR. +. ■ e ■ ■ ^ '7. ■
\xiiiR,rK::u- *“xivR +:• o’. xvH ■+• e XViRf*H‘ ie.
(b) i iR .+ p i . iiiR  -k o . ‘ ivR -i-: ,ex ^ , vR * o.
(c) ■ iR d-: a ' " i<iR.-^:4 ’:yvi iiiRp*Ve': :"'iyR 4^-a; 4
Note on' the . arrangement of .the fable . Of v :
liie- table;' isr arranged so that. (1 )^ the verbal root : i 
with no inflexional .suffix; stands: alone dt /bhe top jqf the;:,, 
tahlev(ai)-,^ 4  •' ' ' '\1\’ '"' / * V  "v.-.
{j2);The; forms^which.we Aave referred t-pv' as impersonal .
* forms,'' later in 71 he. TOhap t er '.are - A hen group e d vfc o get her w ' 
(forms ;ad'il>'-Vaxi-)..-, .firs tly  as masculine,^singMto-V (a ii,
‘7 . \7aiiiy aiy ‘secondly*..a&if&mini^ avi,- avii),
y  7\.7.r ''7y'■ .7vf masculine., - ’ =• 7 7" Vi y-—-- y7,7y ;7
v .7: 7.77'; and thirdly :asA;plurai • (aviii, aix) and. fourthly > as, feminine.
;vfy- plural (ax, axi).7 .y ■. ■. 7v 7" ; ' ■ ■;* — -;
Vy'V7?.(3~X ?he7,fo-rm". a±ii-’ which7we have ceiled comprehensive then
■yy/ 7 stands, aloneV . . - _ ,• ; ■ 4  ■, .7 ■ .• -7- y
77(4). fhe personal forms of (a) i.e .7 (axiiiaxvi) and .(h) 7
‘ 7,,77: (biybv) are then grouped together. ’vv7v ;y.
y  . :7A;11. verbs: follow. :tlie pattern shown ihv(a) : except 7 7
y ’7the7verb with the root h~ y. which t is the . only verb of -
: 7 ' type (b) and' the verb with.: the .root th-y'which is the " 7
. ^  7 ohly yefV ofc4y!PP-’ (o). ' - v _*ry 7-' y ■ , 4  7 ■. ' ' -7 • _ ■
yV\V . f- jhe above 7f orms7 may be subdivided7into ,:bh:e f ollowingt^  7 
groups according to their concordial relations7 ; 7
7 - 7 (i) . PERSONAL FORMS 7 ■: ff-7. Vr y  7 X,/0V ' ’• -y
7 ' .TEbrddhai-forms, ape t ho se- forms which show con cox'd - . -y
of' numb or s hhd p er s on: with * nouns ( p age H  ~ fy,o) and.: pronouns; 
(page-17^ -?3) . but not of gender. y  7iV'7’:' y . ,
7; 77 y  (2) IMPERSONAL FORMS' ' ' ;:7 - ■' . (7 7 ‘"-f ' ‘ /
; : y;7:v 7 Impersonal; forms are those forms) which .show concord
ofgender 7and number with nouns ynd. pronouns ...but .not of -
. y: y  p e r s o n ■ v'7.7: ’' 7y’777 7 ■ ' \ -7 , ’ ” ‘ . . ' 7 ■* . ■ " '
‘ 7 77 (3.) GQMFREHENBIVE,FORMS ■ ■ J 7 ; . ' ' y ‘7 ■ ^y^ ‘f 7t
7' 7.; < ■ , -ifformyhich will; b efor the moment;,. ;cailed. ■ -7 7 *
7y=7 ■ CCMPREITENS IVE. may. show .-concord both of (a) .number^ and 
" 7 yyersbh^i^rsohar): and of (b)7uumber and gender 7 0- 
• .:.y7'4 i|ipers:9nal)>:y  f■,7v,.-'' . <■ ~.y y  .■ ^ ,,7*
I h e i f  o i l o W i A g f  e x a m p l e s  i l l u s t r a t e  f a l l  t h e  f o r m s  
s h o r n  i n  t a b l e  ‘ £| , a b o v e .  ' For. t h e  sake, o f  i l l u s t r a t i o n  
t h e ■ r o o t  o f  t h e  -verb T. l i k h n a 1 ‘(to;.writO;);'will7bef7-U g e d  
for..(a) a n d  the: r o o t  .h-l-as.;;in :hu (am ) f o r  (b) and. t h e  . : y '
f o o t  ,t h -  as i n  t h a  ( w a s )  f o r  ( c ) . ’y y  ' y  :
T h e r e .is a s e m a n t i c  l i n k  b e t W e e n " t h e '  f o r m s  (b) a n d  
t h e  f o r m s  (c ) a n d  a  verb: o f  c l a s s  ( a ) , o f  w h i c h  t h e  r o o t  
is h o  - ( h o n a )  1 t o  be.' y  :yV' . 7.
' F o r m s  c l  - i v  s e m a n t i c  a l l y  .;torm t h e  1 p.ast ten se') -of 
t h e  f o r m s ,  o f  v c l a s s  ; (b). verbs; a n d  t h e  f o r m s  o f  c l a s s  (a)y y  
v e r b  ' h o n a ' , s u p p l y  y e m a h t i c d l i y  t h e  o t h e r  ■ ’ tpinsestV o f  ; • 
(b) a n d  (b) • e . g .  7 ' . y  •'> y  7 y* ■ - y ;  ; ^
mei hu : I am) v .y " . 7. • . 7,. ‘r7
mel tha . 1 was. ■ ,, ):■ •. 7 ; 7 ■/'
- m o l  hota. .1 might; h a v e b e e n  : ■ 7 7 -
mol. h p a y  ■' •; I w a s  ( I b e c a m e ) '  , 7 ;v 7  S! ,7
' h o n a  " ■' y7 (to' b e )  t h e  . ' i n f i n i t i v e ' . y
For,, o t h e r  t e n s e s  s e e  p a g e  i 1 ' 7 \ 7,
E x a m p l e s , - '.77 ’ V  7 'Vvyb, - , 7,
(a) i: t u  l i k h  v " y V  ( y o u )  w r i t e ' . vv ;
7 ' i i  • u s  n e  x b t  l i k h a  . h e  w r o t e  a  l e t t e r  7 ~ - 
• i i i  e g  o f  l o p k a  .xet., -.7 if t h e  ;b,oy h a d  w r i t t e n
" ■; 7'y l i k h t a :  ■ y  a l e t t e r  - 7 . 7.7 7 ./
i v  munhe..'-i&et l i k h n a  7 Do. w r i t e  a  l e t t e r  to  me.
’ ) v* V  u s  n e  k i t a b  likfify h e / s h e  w r o t e  a - b o o k .  •
vi 77eger-' lerki ,xet a likhtl if the girl had ,! )
■' •. ■ ■ ;v >y. •. . written a letter , . -7./
./■vVii/^mughe c i-^ fchi likhni hei I have to write a) . .7.7
77/y , 7, - V ; V 7 letter. ,, -a7
7 viiiveger lepke xet likhte, if the boys had : .; 7
■ '77. ) 7; - ". written a letters. -yy
v ix, i>{m\er± ,xet 1ikhne ki y 7. M- '. am not in the 7;
- _ "adet' nehi 7 ■ --habit 'of -writing -'7 )
Vn'y .. 7-  ^ 77:;vH,--vy_ letters. 7: '
7 • x v' lepke ne offfihi a :7l 1 khl7 the boy has written 7
■x ; 7 ■ ''’i'v y ' '77, ; - . ■■* letters. - > *- *■ yy.
'* xi ' 7 eger -lepkia xet likht 1 ^ -ifyfhe girls 'had, 7 y 7
7' 7 . - '7 - .7 ’ written letters. 7-7:
xii i' eger lepka xet likhe :■' 7 if hhe boy-writes a
; •. • : • y7.-:,7 ' • '77, ' letter. .'7 ' ,7 \ :v
• 7, xiii eger mel x e t likhu- • if ! ■ write) a letter. 77:
xiv-. turn ek xet likho 1 ,7 7 (you) write;-a letterly
. : xv. Vo xet 'likhe y' ~ '7 they 'may write letters,
; • xvi ap xdt likhie 717 .7;, “ , 7 (Please will you) 7
' 7 .77 :v 7/yyy,,: .. -7 - /■ write a letter _ -7:7
7 - 7 v‘ . '7.7, 7)7 - • 7. 1 7 (honorof ic). 7y ■ :7'
(b). yi ... mei d.akter hu I am a doctor. 7 7 •
7 .7:ii vo veki:17.hei 7 . he is aii advocate
7 7 - iii 7 tum: calak ho - .77- ‘ you,are clever 77
iv vo Jair ile-r- 7„ ' 77 they are poets, 
y y.y©geylepke ha-zir ho 7'V;. ■' ^ ^:if 7they 7areithere -,/ 77
' 7 : (c) yi iriei/bx:mar tha y- ~v I whs • sick ’y ' y y k  /k
7  ■ . . .  : • -  - ii ; vo yyair hazir thi / ■  7 . 7)7 she", wasx absent. k ,  7 ' k ' ; x
/ yp • . P/Lii . lepke. bi:mar tllex 7 7 7 . the boys were sick' P
.' xk ' • ;iv-;.' lepkia tez thl 7-7, v-vV / f-. the/girls. were . bpyy k •
_ p ^ x t / / .  -vy, - p. 7- ;; . Clever. X /  )
PERSONAL FORMS/x ' - 7 Py 7'" : : y ’. . ' ’^ ,,xpx'r f'-y Py)
EormspCaO/i,/xiii - m  fi'VJ'hVvv show concord:7, P/Py 
ofperson ahd,humber; hut not /gender with houns ; and . v ' , p hyy, 
pronouns" (V*Ci-B; 5')^  . • - 7 )yk' '  )/P,; P /P ■: ,7 yP Pxyyx, ..--kkp:
. vaiAhohbpfdh'hith 2nd Per son singular pronoun. 7. x:. ~ ;/4v 
- vyaxiif-77 // ‘ ,,/;/ v 1st Person singular pi “ .yk.y k :yyPkyyP
P. , axiv. :np  ;p ;u XySnd/:Perbbn7Elural . " //» 7 ’xy . y 
P ,.p axy)/P " P j n >; 1st and 3rd Person Plural pronoun.  ^ ":'7/k
Pw P/yk p. yy 7\; 7 vx P/and 2nd,' Person-Plural': (Honorff ictPSPP^My 
, :/: yaxvi ”• : - tl: ■' 2hdkPb-us6n- honof if ic/pronoun. , 77 --//
k bi/ 7, ,n  .Py-,. n 1st Person Singular u P?\"r'P? ■ kk /yk
■ yy- bii. - n / 7p7p2nd/Petson singular/ and/3rd/Person pix/yyii 
/7: ’ ■ i' ' / / 7 ; 7' ,' ' ' “ k irk > ' y. )Vy— y-§lngul
; - biii ?,p y V n P2nh Persohvsinguiar, x2nd Person. Plural, kp 
■ 7 f- - yky - P~y/ V;.. '3rd"Person ■ singularxf^Rn°hn/// y, k-h/ pp, 
7 . 7 bjArx 7 I/7 7 'k x x'lst Person Plufal, PjrdkPefsbn Plural Pyxx 
k/pP^ky,k7,7,■, /Pp..x v y k; 'P;' • ;7 . - k i-pHohorlf ic) .pronoun /;
x/phy^yxpp - 11 • 1st Person plural) 3rd Per9oh7plural ,7 p-;'.k
x / /  ’ - 7 7 7 " ;pk- /kp ■ P' ; ./I, .7 p  ;_ /: ./■' /_, (Hohdhific) ’P^-Md.i^*77‘-*k 7
1. fhis/ls fully/ discussed; in the /chapt,er/on-pronbuph,/hh^rek ; . 
;'‘'-"the' concord 'bifs ehaphhaSpl)ejen taken. Ihth.'accountpx -/- , /kvp 
See - Chapter *jr ■ ‘ 'khxyk^x‘-/'k./ / 'p/yPxp.
■0 Ihe 'following:; examples ,i'liiistrate-'.'the:sbl statements •
ai - tu' likhi, ‘ (you ) write I '
axiii. — :eg©h;=m©l likhu y'h • , if I w r i t e s  V
axiv ., ,c9gerx^u^-v;likhd0 ;.; -t■" ;. :;t If you write -0 ' , v/;:-
axv yty. egeryhem likhe yf :V ;:y y ■ II ,we write. ' ., ■ 0 ’
axv' ;-y':■egor ;vo .likhe .■ y.1y"0\. ■:. . if . they write ■ y' y-yt
axv y .;.; eger ap -likhe r ‘;y t - ,y"-g if you write (honorific).
axv it y ;ap , 1 ikhie _ - V , y. :y: y (you) write I (hohbrific )
bi ‘ i-.-. 
lodi
bii y n\
mely yjevan hu ■. y - I 
- ttv vvt <Oa-vv ka<- ;0
vpOhoJiyar, hei ' ■ 1
in : I am young 0 \ ' u'"' • \
:"y -V* &t£yr' uLwoc •'
'-y- ■); he is clever .• y
blii , 
biiiy
©g©r ;tu , meuju:d ho 
,.fuDf;bevequ;fhb
■>y . .ifyyou;yar©ypresent .-.'■■f.  ^
y you are. a fool \y,\ ;
b.iii. • ;.v:‘egbr-vo. ykamiyab ho-- .,.. .:. if he . is'successful *
b iV - •hem .pakis.tani her yV- y.. we^yarbyRakistani.1 :
b.Ivy ■: t.y ap; ©ngrez' hei' ■ v. y.n;, " juypu are'' ah rEhglishmaii.y'
bv. ■ eger hem 'kamiyab ho ■.\(. v . if hre- .successful. :
bv , : eger vo . kamiyab, ho . ■ if they are. successful 0
b v. eger ap-kamiyab ho. ' . : • if you are :successful,;-
\ V b y  IMPERSONAL FORMS. ; * * -, ; "cg■-V! yf'i -V,., '■ . • • , y ,.. '.
1. ■' : - i In •■‘simple, verbal t^ristrtotions; i; e;, ;Cons1;:i?untipns: ' y- 1
- 0 • - f in.. which: there Is nolcombination . of.. forms from verb classes
\ ; (a) v tand . (c)/;fbrms. (a) ii ™ xi; and l(d);.-i-y- iv ^ show
\ cone ordain gender--with-nouhs;^ And-number; with nduhs. and.
/' . , prohouns:, "hut nptvnniperson in. this-: way .-0 y"\r V '
ail - -iv, ci with'masculine singular, nouns and pronouns, 
av ••«’ vl*. cit' • 'with' feminine /singular nouns. and . pronouns. 
avil / 1 . /with- feminine1 singular and plural pronouns* y
• avili.-n;:ix, ciii/with/masculiheyplural'nouns/ chdipronopns. 
ax: - xiV ciy with feminine/plural uouns^and prbhouns . ■ .
Uote;::- In the examples which/follow; forrns^  aiif av and ax// A 
have - been fllustraie d/with. two/fypes of ;vexbs:^-transitive / 
and intransitive/ according to" pid grainmarians.. ‘ I he : /; 0
transit ive* verb agreeing with.’;its nominal' or pronominal .
- - , V ;:;"/"y ■ !’ ; - y  . 1 *?■'** i  ^ ■ 1
subject, but the transitive verb entering.into an ergative
const ruct ion /•' arid; agree Ing with; what in the - English/‘transy
1 at.ihg appears to be .the object. ■ Although such syntactic/
‘descript ip li; i s y out s ide t he's cope: o f t lii s study, a f e w
lines are written to: clarify the point. . • / ' -
Verbs which have been called 'transitive1 and take;/
.the/-'ergative/cbnstructionf;i.e. of type . likhna/1 to -write1 ‘
'differ* frpm. 1 InfransitIve/verbs* i.e. /;of type bolna 11o--
speak1 . . . /- 1 -fy’ ■ . - : ' S - , ■ / v f -■*.
/' In the ‘ examples where 1 ne1 has b.eeii/usedy the verbal /' 
form is in-concord with the preceding npminhl or pronominal 
form .which ■ does not calligate, with 1 ne'y not with the 
■nominal-'.or / pronominal' form-,; which oolligales; with rne ■;>v.
, ■ e .g.. rnei ne xeji likha ■-/' I wrote the letter -
• turn he kitab peghi ? y ,. j ..you" read the book'.yy 
./ /ilikhayand/pephi bohcord ;with xet (mas. ) and . i.
/ // ■ kitab (fern.) respectively^) •■:-;/•• . 5 . .
£* -■■Op-cct'ypf* 7^1 p.t
6 P
However, ill examples where ; hie1 '-does, not occur ,, the verb 
islin. concord with the nominal or pronominal./‘form 
e.gl lepka bpla ' : . the boy spoke y" '- -
me! bolp ; I .spoke , /■;./
lepkfboli; ‘ the girl spoke
The. following examples illustrate'these statements. . 






' * v N  . )
you (s .m.) ) 
he (s.mb) 3 







, .: yy - I ■ (rn.f.)
1  ■■" V ly ■ ; you (s .rn.f .• )
.■ ./ ' ’ ■ '/ '■ a ■ ' ' ' :V‘
ne: xet- llkha-. he/she
,) ' y the boy
)yy. 5 - - } the girl
’©gerv mei 







wr ofe a . lett er.
■ you (s.m.))
he (s.m.) )
■  ^/'•1 ■'. "0 
the /boy • )
wrote
alv xet likhna!
av . mei *' •). 
tu














) -  ■- 
) . \ ; . . .
) ne kit ab likhh: • he/she
I (nidO; "• )
you (s.m.f.
avi eger mar 









- she (s.f.) )
• „ ■ hut )
the girl )
avii . muj he kit ab likhni her ■ I;, (rn.f.) have to write a book/ 
muj.he kitabe- likhni her I (rn.f.) have to write books. ■
aviii- eger hem ; y ) 
• ' turn
if we (rn.f.. ) )
 ^ )
you (rn.pl.)
ap ) . likhte
■ ry,. --------“ .
vd ; )
)
you (hon.) ). wrote 
they (m.)„
the boys- )


















us . y-h'e.- kit abey 1 ikhi







vo; , , ; 
lepkia
v alia it ha; / 
lepki yehapthi 
lepke veha the;' ;
we (m.f.) /,;. ^ .■'U
you.(hon*)(m.f.)
you (m.f.). 
they (m.f.) y 






■ .you (f.pl.) ;
if y v yV ' . y- / 
. they, (f. pi.•.)/
rsp
y the girls : .
the- boy was there -;; 
•the girl was' here 
the, boys were 'there; 
the. girls were here
COMPREHENSIVE FORM- - ; ! . /,/ . yiy y:.y .
- //Tlie-/.remaining/form, axii, 'whichhas/ not.;.yet ,'been / v 
dealt with, is .found bothy in cbnpord pattern (tl) and' . 
concord pattern <(2) on /pages ^ 5""^ • In' some,-/qontexts• y 
it i's-.ln ycpnuofd with ’masculine-plural ,nquhs and pronouns 
showing gender ahh/fiumberrand/-thus" an. impersonal; form,' ./ 
-but in other context s it may; b;e' in. coricprd with 2nd and ■ 
jrd-^ Person: singular pronouns5, aid singular houps pf . ~y: 
either gendery/indicating only ‘number and .person s and thus
G 3
may/bexregarded as. u personal iorm.y ' ;■'■■■'/ - y ' hV\V- <
/: yu/gb(1)yConcord/ of' gender/;andynumber ywit h masculine.
i/v-y^ y' f y • pluraP',hbun^andiprbnouns. /y yiy/h N ,.
:' />■’/ ..y-y-yr’hom y ^ . ■' yyy. / we , . ■ ’■ y n ";:y/: y ' - ,yy
'V , .:y • /turn •' ■ 7 / / ; , . /you". y;, b vy;’'■-/,■ . '
try-: yd ap; yj bole /,/v "/you (hon.) . ', .spoke _ -nyf " /y
• v ' . V y.'vo y \ yii/i . they y .■ - /y yy/y v -y . . 'v-w r
•: ■ ; wyyy ’ ';bepkoy//yy/; ;y.yyr yy ' the boys : b -■ -;.yy/ y y\
(2) • Concord o;f number w:ithvmas.culine . singular 
- .^y./ y/y,.,;/,■ yy houn§,ahdbf :-personywithy2nd^:andv b^d" Person v
pronouns:. : : ■y,,.y-,yyx. y- yy . -.,/ ‘ .
;<■ / / . ; ,  . /  - •: /  if youy y  i speak . • - y yogor;
- i t vo;; bole
eger. t
vo likhe
he' y/ Y speaks 
, ; the boy) s.peaks, 





:TherefpreithibyformCfor' the moment will be termed 
comprehensive •( i. e > . el ther .Impers’onai' .0r .Bersoral
-GOMB'XliniQMS: QB1 FORMS;',(a), with..(b)- and (c). /. ' : 2  /
. - y The impersonal ..forms hi - ix and the /.comprehensive . ’ / y /
; f ohm xiiy of ;cIa)SS (-a) verbs; may beeomb ined with the / ; b bbyy/
personal forms of 'clas^ S:(b)yand impersonal forms of c M i ( c ) y
. •- c^pmb/±rLaLt?±ons.i takeYplace Yit will be necessary to ? yy /y
v  ! - / - ■ ,  * 'r . . ; , ■'1 ■* ' ■ .* - y /  ; 1 ' - 1 X -  / - v ;
■ ..ybaiHfedythe statement‘ .made- ’ ;''b-.onyPage. Q. I/:-' Y. * . 'ry ’‘ r
ybhukyaxYyYki Occur/with feminine plural hours,, for in . . /
YYyY bombiiiatipns o fa -i-b/c forms it will be seen/hhai-ay viY# ’y-y 
; • . - may occur. either; with;feminine/ singular/br /plural' forms = /// y;y 
Y as shown in the examples below. YyyyYYy YY y . YyY:/
Y  y y : The c ornb in at ions mhy ’ takey inyb he yfQl lowing /way •’ Y ■ "YY
aii, iii ' fbi, ii, iii, ci Y- / ' . w  . J
aiv y  ”= Yy’ -K-bii, iii, ci Y-y ,yY ’ ' .y |
av ,V vi ■ ■ ; ' .;>4 ;hi,. ii,viii, iv,, v.Y cii,’ civ , 1
'UVil’v: * bii , iv, v , cii , civ . Y ' •- /’ - i
ay-ili, ix w- biv,v v, ciii y y Y ’' Y-:' /.
‘ a xii ;. Y\.- .4-;- biv,y y, ciii . y-Y :;Y ■'y
It will be seen from the preceding .section that the 
forms /ax, Yxi. may not occur •with the b and c forms. Y.Y/ 
Formpy ax, - xi'/wheu-;hot in combination with/byand c forms, - y .  
Yooburwfth femininevpluralynouns, e/.g.;,yx"/ y Yy 
/ y  /lepkia boll,.. / • •/• the girls spoke ;,y "-/y
- lepkia -nehr/ boll :/y the - girls ..didn' t ^ speak.y V 
: ■ egor surete likhtl. y . Yy if' the , women: wrote';Y. / Y
’'■ h /ypger' -eure.to nehi ylikht 1 ' if the ? wcmerdidn1h .'write, '• 
However ^ yin the case of combined,a t: b/c forms the 
 ^forms >avyand avi occur, wfth-/feminine plural nouns , yy. -'*'/
y- _ . e .g.*yYiepkia bolixhei \ ; the girl's have spoken * y ■
.Y : A ' lepkia boli thlY^ Y : ^the girls had spoken.
Y-Yy ■ yyv ' eurete likhtlheij:- - /the women write .;" I""-
eirete iikhti/thi / the women used-to write.,
y but the. form. ^lepkia/Yikhti, her* cannot/accur. - yYy_Y ■ /
;y , Y Examples of different combinations, are as follows
. y;Y aii. 4- bl mei hola hu ' y I have spoken / ■; .y
Y / Yyail + bii ' "vobola her,/- , Y ■ ‘ he has /spoken..;. \
* ail, -KYbiii vo bo la ho. Y' he may: have spoken
y aii +: ci . tu bola. tha Y : y : you (s.) had spoken .ho Y'
Y;y .yy . aiii 1 biymel, likhta hu Y Y; y'.y I write y .’ . y .. ■ * ..y;
,;y aiii gYb'ii/vo likhta\he.i ;Y he writes Y y^ , '
'YyY aiii+.biii vo likhta hoy . . he -might; be "writing • ■
■. y„ aiii k  cl: vo liklata tha 4 -y he’ was writ ing . .
aivv-h bii mujhe iikhnd hei Y I .-have to write , - -Y.
:Y  ■  ^ v. aly -Khiii v-eger use likhna ho Y ’ ifyhdhas to, write ; y,Y
yy aiv 4- ci . - mu|he. - likhha thaY‘ ) . I had. to write ;
YY; ' -Y-Y* av • + bi .- mei ai hu Y-Y' . 1 have come ;
Y ■ ,r ' av +ybii; . vo ai hei y YY •/ she 'has come • Y ' ;
wy' Y.-w’ \yav;y biii '" turn ai ho ' ; iv- , you have -.come - Y Y
av 44 biv . lepkia ai hpl y... Y = the girls have come -y ;
% Y.. av - l bv : . / ©uretr' ai ho Y,y - the .womon: may havoYoome-'Y^ Y^
pY -: . av -h  ^cii y lepkiyboli thi . • . ;/Y ..the girl hadhpoken . - yY./Yy/
- 'av w .civ; lepkia boli thi- . the girls had spoken ;
,-Y. ■; Y y  Y.,avi /■+ybiyv. mer/likhti huYj .y I write . Y , /
Yy-..' avi 4- bii Y - vo YkLkht i" he i ■ 7 ' she .writes - . . Y' / y Y y
y.' avi 4* biii vo likhti hoy Y. - she may have written . yy 
, y avi -\- blv vo lrkhfe^ hei. /yy : they 'write Y  ^’ Y:
Y; ■ Yaviyhbv vo;:likhti ho y. Yyy - they/may'have written y_,-Yy 
. : ' . avi > cii vo .likhti thi ' . 'she was writing . Y  ^ *-.-Y
Y // /yaVi.y-eiyy. ydylikhti YbHi - ’ . they were writing Y'Yy
. : avii /y bii Y-mu^ heY^ ^^  ;wpiteyay - / "yY :
' ;Yy: Yyy/yy/yi ; Y.,heiYYYyY/yy .-;,yy/’ 'Y, /’letter. y-Yyy.- y- y y y
■■/, - avliYtfhiy. nse/rotinyp^kani hei y-he has to* bake/bread \ 'Y - y 
•Y. aviiy-K-by.. //eger. tumheilmisia/ v -if /ypuY have,, to buy ; y/y
Y' - ; • Y.n Y / ■ Y y;x©ri:dni ho; Yy yY Y / uchairs 4 YY; ./ ■ /. Y- . Y YiY:
;.Y . ayiiyiycii^Ymu|he kitab likhni I had to: write a’ b o o k . - ,y 
y  , Yy y-y vy , tliiy • • y-yyY, y  YY.- ’■ :,;Y t'YY - '■ .y -y -'Y" 'Y % Y/:
‘ yY avii. w/civy-unhe; kitabe pephni • they had.to read books. . yy/ /
y \ v"7'-',YY ■ ./ thi - . p y . . Y ' Y/',-;Y y Y ) "  ’ . />,’ ■ ‘y,v ;-;. y " yy
./. ; Y;, aviii /^/biv lepke/ XprYkerte hei ' . boyn are paking-noise :, :Y 
,Y . ayili : 4*. bv eger vo sote. ho ' if they yare sleeping . Yy\ 
YY aviii 4v:hiii hemf k^bah^  ^p®phtel ■ we; wer e • r e ad ing yYY:. Y ;■
■•V” ..-..VI Y * - the h-Y”- /• ./ newspapers. v y f • ■ - /' - /Y'
YVy1 aixy-yhiYYY.. M^&eYkei e^t, likhne; I have to/ write .many ' "' yjY
y y  'Yy hei : // YYy * t/#/' ■ ’■ " letters. Y'Yy^/yyy , y Y .YYy 
;y aix: Y bv. eger tumhe xet likhne ho to ; If you have to ^ Y 
Y. :Y'/' y Y'w  , Yy yyrsYpete-per"likho^ '.rvyY' ; YY write .letters, YY/Yy
Y ' / YY \ y''YYvY ‘ 'Y‘ //' ,-y / Y:- v/rite ;at -this ‘address;...;1 YYY
■ aix, Y; ciii ° mujheYjute"/x©ri,:dhe' I had to buy shoes. . y , -Y-
Y / * ' --■ ,;Y/:> the - y/yy/,yy Yy. . ■ 'i/,;. _ -y YYY
axii +■ biv lepkphdeuge .her .. the boys have, run ; ,
‘ axii by • //eger v<y celb ho ; " ,.i£. they havb walked.; 
axii + ciii yo ,yeha ruke the v. ■ they had .halted the ye.:
t , ; We may. nowideal^with; the" comprehensive f orm , axii
discussed ^ aboye. t ■> /. ' . ;
When-f orm aiii, * (“eO*‘--obcurs:^>itli: a f ollowing (b) orv
(c)r.-f.Q:ym:'>aiid,-a mhsculine plural noun'orlprpnoun we. shall 
' call it‘an imp'erspnal form by analogy ’with, other, vorbal 
f orms; dntsimilar:-syntactic ^ construct ions and shall, regard 
.fit; as, showing concord of ; gender andChumhec/withlmapculine 
■^plural nouns, f ,P /;' - ■, ; ;’f  . .
■When it occurs either with a - singular noim or 3rd. 
person singular pronoun without'a following (b) or (c) 
form,,, we.,shall'. call it;a personal form showing con'cord- 
■°f pefsoh and number. ' ■ ,1 ' ./a /;.* ' . "y ..
: pig. Impersonal formh hem V... ; V. • w;'e
. ' '/ ■■'• If ty : turn' I ‘ ~ ''you
/I 1 1 1 . '  ^bole-'her ■-
’ ", 1 " ' i- aP
 h . . '•'* J have.
or .vV; you .;(hon. )
bole the - . -r ‘t u/ spoken
vo
./-. the boys 
if •. you ( s. ) writePersonal .form: • - ■ eger tu h|
, 1  vo V likhe ' -he , V




6  5 f_; -  i,,/ ,f /
Particles;::-^ ,- gav gi- ge-. ■■./-' 'h-t' / -it- ' '
■ tyyDhese particiesvdndicat;ing'.gender^and/number, may.. bvel 
combined. With., certain forms of the ,verb; in the following
manner. / / y . : ; v ";h/ . . ’t. yy ■ ( JV ,
■ ■ Sa ™ in. pbnc6rdiwith/mast *:■ singly nouhp. yor/pronpunsy ^
/yd Id ‘ (b^laytiii.y y ^
' f Vge - infcpncbrd with mas .-plural /nouhs or/ pronouns- ■ ty-
■ S  ? ’ /vtbifprmS^h^/xiv, xy, (b) Iv.' Jl. y I  ‘' .. ‘ \ | t
yy : gi : -y inf'G.ondordi^ ith'' f emllsinghlaf' and plural; nouiis, ^
l" //"/-/■ :i;;,^ hnd-pronouhs-‘'-to/f o'rmf _* vy : If t, '\ / tly-tv -" ,.f 
i , . .S' CaJyiiiyiKiii;, kivy xv '•-yy|’“ S f S   ^;l- V" : y- * I 
.' . ,X^^v it. ii^tv. ■. 1.; yu I y t V  . ■ vr:- ■
"if*' y ga. to ■ (a) ;xyi' regardless/' of /gendenff ItlSl \y ; y-y : \
." 'the ■following are. the examples of each form with
the :root 1 ikh- 1 ' 1 ’. -,r y/y: lyy', f. “ 11' '■.■‘V- : -1 ' '” :l
ga /~ ;yo likhe ga : . h : :,:y ;• ;hey#Lll|Wr itey \v ' V: " -
, , mei likhuga . t y y ^ ! ‘shellwritet'' 1 y y'--y ' y 
■* mei, likhta'"’.hu ga / \ 1 shall have been writing.,.-. ’ 
us .he likha hogaOX 1 he.^might -have .written. "ty,: y-y| 
go' hltum" likho^ ge.; '/ - you will -write. V- ■ ,
. vo . likhe ; ge *' " / / '‘ they wilt/write .1 | ' :;
hem/fvo likhte ho., ge; we/they sha.ll have been writing
ti. these ■'partic.leb- oh formal./groundJ haye: been treated .in / . . ■
. ; this': study|as adjectival particles. t ®pr/d.etailed dis - \ ; yl: 
Icuhsion see; rhapter/ohy Adjectival Pprmsloh; page; / tl:
/ ygil^yvpy^ y • /sheIwill’write;!yyf,yy /
■?Ilu ••■■,v/ ’ /likhn gi " y f f ;shall/;write . v , ."; ■.-'^yy
y vy ''‘^'Sh-.yy yl tuffil;likha;gil y^ ; y you C-sV). will ■ write" -^.y* :'-y V " v‘ 
v y y ,!/5 ■ '■ 't-1"/iaphia, iikh§ "gii./y the ■ giflsywill write./ 1/y’l'li/T'/'Vv-: 
;/.-/;■■/' ,/ I • I s ma£;iikhtiyhu; gi ''•; I shall.: have--heenywriting yy ‘: !'//;/
■.■.ly .' / vo likhti\hhAgt:y >y.Sheyyiid have ;b;eeh-,writing!, ,//! yl jl/.'-
y^y'ty . ySfftia ‘ likhtivho’ gi , the :giria\/will/have written 1 / -iu Ih
y/y y  yl ga/-XregabdleS'S: of gender in honorific form) ; I ' ' ■ •; . ' r y ;/
y^l;,- |; . ap likhie ga ■ ydhlwili/1 write Apleasei I ••'/-’// / yi./
;,// 1 - , y/ aiy ai e ga ..yy. ' you will/Xpmefpleasel | ' . ' y -.yy
-I y.. -X / y_ ;'&ow,\it/'cah>b-e 'observedlthatyalmostyhll forms in they,: , y,l 
'  ^ ,conjugatiph;hf. traditional.:Grammars^tar|tdf yh© type/and; 4 .yy
y- within' theyrahge ' of ,theypatterns/,of formal' variation u ^ 1 /1/
;// , .y - shown above v. : Using the traditional' terminologies! fori; ; y' 
y  • I '/' i:'^different;tenSes-y only- as labels, the .^different'forms- can -y /I y 
:y y  be illustrated as followe:::-, - y. • ■/■/ _yy • /--/.--■'// f / yy
i: / • - (l) / the Impe r at iv e : - tuylikhlX . write (I ,!■ /'yy ■ yy y-y-yly
I ■- ' 7 (R-i-0 , -0,~ie) turn; likho ; you write! y  / y A y;
" ,"./// •■!;/",//■; y| ;y; .^./y " ay likhie/ yyou write/p lease >" 'y ■'X;y
; ' - y; /• y  . y y y  /y 7 • -7" /': / (honorific). ' ' --’///;
-I / /:/,’ . / (2) fhe Aorist: - J ;f/;/ mer likhu 7 j write- y. '"fX; .7/■ 7 y/7
// ' y, :.y;, ■ (Rtu, /-e,-o'y' - I ' tu:;likhe:/'- you wrrite /■ /; y.-v-y -.yt
y// •••;.,/ . . //.111 ^ e ■. . . vo likhe:, , heyshodld' write ■. ■ :yy^  y; /. ■% y.
: v // 1. Platt's Hindustani Grammar, pp* It6--160..Gomx^ are; also
yy //. " y > Teach YourseIf Urdu pp38-5^,;’ /A'iHagxj' Qawaid-e-prdu pp9^ -~?y*^  /
.. 'y/yil/ ;f ''-v 7/hemllhkhe ■ \-we write-' “ ’ ' 7y7;:vv
I I f’/.y, ■,, 'V'A' turn likho ,, ’you write ■' .y >: ■//
.-vV-'-vyv, ’’ y y  - vo likhe f they should write 
> (3) The' f u t u r e ~ y\ ;mel/likliu/ga^ /I shall 'write.fi mat..)/ "7 
(R+ “U, -ey ~ e m e i  likliu gi 1'shall' write>(fem.-)y.--vs 
. -o, V-ga, gi, . tu likhevga/gi,You shall write. •
.y 'ge..) Xy:v hem likhe. ge . we shall write ■ ■ I;
: ; ,.y * yy-y 7 . v . tumvlikho ge/gt you shall, write, y. v
v 7 ;.V;X;' , ■!■ ;• * ;;7 7:' v6,. likhec ge/gi-they , shall’-wfita 7/, •/
(4) The Past Conditional or-dpt at iy.e -^ -Bub junct ive );*£•• ’ 7 7: 
v v XR-y- ta., ;-tl,y.~te,vytr )X 7V . - -7' 7;VV 7 77. ■ t 7 y
v 7 ,v vy7 :7 7yv;m©:i7;li^ktyXti. I might, should or . .
.^■7/ • , j:7y yy ,• y  y . .would write. v y, yy-y ■ '-“777
./ "7 7-;7X7 -'/■ '■ hem likhte : ,w. 7" ' v/e might, should: or would
: V.y7 •- yXv;^ ■ 7v y ; ' ' . . write.. 7 :-'7/'; 7.,.-
v-v;- ; y - -;.7y7y ■ tdm7,likW.e/tr: . ypuyy 7y’X X> . -fyy- vly
7- •y>;7- • ..-y 77...;. /, vo likhte/ti : ■ ,
(5); The'7Present ?Imperfect or Continuous : - yy 7 
- (H t ta, -u, lti;^7-uy^
7 !;h.7rte^'t-ei,7ytl -eiyyybelnv-o.,: Xti ~o)
' ■ y, 7 11101 iikht a/1 i hu 1 1 ; am- writing ;* 7/7 ... 
l- - y tu likhta/ti hel7. .you are writings 77 
I:;/, -7.:,.,. . hem-.,likhte. .hei,, lwe are. writing • /,
1. 7* Teach Yourself Urdu1 ,' T. Graham B ai ley, yppV
' .-y ;;7;y;/'7yie.pyicia; likhti rhpl the; girls . are writing.
turn likhte/ti .ho . ' -you are writing. ■ h y y  ,7. ,7/
(6) TheyPast imp erf ectyor C o n t i n u o u s 7 7y y  7 7k r 77
( R -f t a X — a,, — t i + ' iiyy>rte7H- Xe-y »ti -i-: -r) 7. y/X- -.... 7yy
y7' ‘ %7. . :ynel iikhta/ti/tha/thiy 1 ..was writing^ orused toy write
hern, iikhte the y-y we we re writ ing 7, . ' - yX
. V0‘likhteXii the/thi they we>re7writirig , ...
(7)7The.. Past.-vAbsoluteX9r/Indefinite:;~y - ;y"  * l^yy:
- (R y ..a,.7™iy7-e-,, “f)y / 7 7/ y7'X 7" ; _ -y y /■ y -Xy7"
y.y' '■ mei 7ne xet. likha yyx---' I wroheyayfather ~ — : ,7//.
v ’v'. us ne cf(;thi likhi : she wrote'a letter " y . yy- . yy 
' y X . tum/hhyxet likhe you wrote letters : ‘ 7 ■" y.y 7
. • - ::usne. citthia likh$X7. ; she wrote letters--,x ./y- :.,^ "yX..
(8 )y fhe: Pres enty Perfect.;;-" X y - y  . y- ; y7 / ,7X";
X (R **y hy yhef,. -i y ©i), . y y 7 . "' ■- 7 7 X* ' - . ■ '177 7;
X mei me xet, likha hei I have written a letter yy7 '7;
/ / ■ melyhe' ..ciithi/likhi hei X; yy// 11: 7 ' ” .7 tr . 7 7-:Xy
i9) The Pastkperf ect - or :-Pluperf e c t —  Xy. X --7 1 * y/;
7y7yJXR -f a y -i + ~i). / 7X -7 7, X .X X' 7/y . ■XX
' / 7^  meirhe xet li3did hhav ^/I had written a/letter y y
,, 7; ;■ \mei. he ;cit|hi likhi7tlii . 1 /.X;,y*1 :! 1 ;y;';”tr . • XX;
(IG)/The. Puturev.PbrfeptXor.PastXPoteiibialy;- 7 // ' ' y/lyky
’ 7 (R: y a X- ;hp ^.y/ga'X’R. y i -X rO/y gi, ll-yye: y -o y ge, y ;
• • 7' R y. e. y . -o yygi
7 1 ymei ne xet likha ho ga I shall have written' a
. 7 '.,-7777 . . y l  /  7 7 5 ' " / . " ' v;'-:letterx •'
7 ^  ■ ' v A  • ■ ii.p
•' mei ne ctilttki likhi ho gi . I. shall h ave wr it t en .a- letter.
. :: mei ne xet likhe ho ge , • I shall haye Written Tetters..
, ' mei ne citthia likhi ho 'gi " " • . n
IRREGULAR VEMS , ' : - V A  ' ■ ■ ;
Certain verbs have more, than one root. "
Root l Root 2 Root 3 ' i Roo-g 4
(1) ker * ■ (do:)..h ki ■ ! -
(2) . le - (take) li:fj ■ A, A -i: (y) i i - ■
(3) de ' — (give) di:,j - di: (y) d -
(^  ). ia . (go) •- S3 (y) - ]• - A  ,
(5) ho - (to
become)
hu: j • - hu
b  7  ;
(S), mer •- (die) '—.A' : ;inu • h :;
(?) •spi > (drink) pi;I'D ' . -r, '■
. A - i  :
A Root 2 occurs only in form axvi
e .g. ki: jiey li i-jie, di: jie, hunjie, pi:jie.
, . ' Root 3 occurs only in forms a ii, v, x, xii
e.g. ki^^a (also kera) ki . kl kie
li-^7a - Ii II lie .
di^^a . ’ : '■ . di dr die .
geya (also ohya) geyi geyl gaye
. hua . hui hul hue ■>
mua (also mera) mui mu3A 'mue . •
fin' root • -jtker,.;, ‘alterna'tiiye .forms.''as
shown', above in bracket s>'\ A:;le’• 'd‘e-,: '“ho have; onTy*j6Ke 'fovvv^
Root .4 is ‘used in form, ax it only of the verbs.
t le~ de e.g.-, " i '• , A' • .
■. . • le ■- a xiv, - lo take! :>■ . A ‘ A' A  - .
,V ‘ . ; de - a xiv do .'give? ''f •/ " ' ,-;A . .• • ' p ,
• . We may summarise- the above .statement thusr- ■ , / :
; : • /Root . 1 /.• Root 2 . i . : Root 3 Root 4 - A'
c v (c) C V (-j) c v (y) ' ;c - ; . '.Ah'
■ - Wlien a verb'• root ends in *-v1^ a. palatal, element : -
(y) is added to the -root before a vowel. ending.-. This :' : -
holds gpod both for. •regular or irregular* verbs, 
e.g. A  . Root ' Eorm • . A  .. ,
■so- ■ aii' ■ soya slept ....
4 : . ,da- ' ■ ; aii Ajaya ' ,go A.'A " ' •
; • : : ;.cu~ .. • / aii ' cua ; dropped.
; EXTENDED FORMS' : . ' A
A  . • The simple root of the verb may be extended by the .
' add.ition: of -a and. -va. • • . Such extended forms then function 
. as the roots of new verbs of class (a)., These extended 
forms may;or may ,not suffer other modifications.
e.g. Simple 








Root 2. ‘ . . ■ ;
,likhva (no/modific at ion in =
'. the root.)
sikhva . (modification in the 
' root.) . .
. ■ : In some cases the f ir s t; ext ende d root may exhib it
vocalic modification only .without the addition of a
suffix: ~a .■ • . - ; . - . ' I:i ' '
e.g. Simple Extexided ..Extended.





The 'following examples show. all the patterns of the. 
extended forms.. : ■;
Simple Root Extended. Root 1.- . , Extended Root 2.
A.I. likh-(write) likha d ' , likhva -
B .2. si:kh4(iearn),;: slkha..- sikhva.. —
3.' c\u:b ~Ji sink)' - e[uba: -- , ^ubra —
0;.4. dekhA (look). . . “ dikha -' 4 dd\ dikhva -
5- boi-J(speak)' ■ • bula- - ' bulva - .
D.6 .. kat- 1 (cut) ' -kat' I d .. katva -.
' 7-;
8'
E;. 9 • pi— d' 
•10.-de­
ll . . chu~
(be beaten) pi :tT - , 
y ; gurth -
pile -" 







p ilva - • • 
dilva - ' 
chulva -
■ ' : ’v . Simple-. Rciot. yyyy' Extended .Root I y Root 2 . ■ t
■;: > J3.12. so-.: (sleep) • : . sula - ’ ’ - tsulyaV- .: /? 1 >
■ - ■ ; v;'1 3. .kha-^  * .Xeat3.; ■ - kfiila i-«; -y. khilva - y -• y,y ;y,y
■ ■ £ . .Normalization of the. Expanded .Root? Pattern 1 yy. "t
yy . ” y(whereySKi .=■•' Simply yfebot)y Vy-"'' ;yyy... ■ ' r y ■ . .1 yyV’/i . " ‘ '•.t,-
3:' Extended- Root 1« ,r Extended Root 2. . y.yy y
; y ' ■ Ay SR- -H — a: - ’ y •: r^ 'ara. - ' • ' ■ ; y . 'y-
: • ■•■v' B S R ’ -h: . . yy ; ■ ~a' '• y , . . >-va': • y • /' y, -.4- 'y/
,:v. ■:,;kyy ■ ’ ' Vt (where .root yvowel ip shortened) >■ ■ y/.
, *yyy Q. : SR *b yyy ’v‘y -^a . yv- ' t , . , ■ •“Va ■“ - yy
y-yy t., :’ - ty (Root' vowelsis shortened"and raised);
'-,4-' P.- y SRI *y ' \ y‘ y'" ~a -■ yy -vai :,y =.
' ./V ;'' ; y'd>.y 4 yi (Roet: ^ voWal ;is lengthened) y\y
y _ E* ■ i: SRy*# y - y —1 • -tv a r-i t ' va. •'• *• -y yyy
. ■ = • t * h • . (where root vowel is shortened). '  ^ yy-t
■ y, ■'■■". -y-Eormal;ytariati ythese/y^ riQ^ y^-Cderit.ediyverbs^  tyy
;formed'^itk't: extjended^  roots y‘iS; pert act l y^ regular, pf the ; yy 
-yy (a-) type, . We'may note that1semantically these are ; ty-
■■usually ’causal,' Or. 1 double causal’ verbs .y , ■ ' y yt y:
: e .g. vo'Ikbanaykliata; heiy : he: eats the meal;, yy:y .)'yy-5
,;y y • ■ vo^Miana; ‘khila. ta liei he cqjites to eat." the meal. ■ • ' i'
. / ; : ^ i.v; y'.v ., ■ 0-y:(i;ei,he.: serves/ the, meal) .. vr y^ -y
j..y-y . ^. vo-khana'"khilvaba. hei>> he‘ gets.yj?lie meal eaten by *
'[ \ ' y.y: ■„ . -y .y:y r ;y;  ^ ■ *'V ■ .someone-;, ' -r; y';>
: V :'.y; ‘ 'ty. ■ • • , . ” (i ♦ e . ,he .gets 'tlieVmeal served y y
V /. ;-:.t-y. t - . ' 'y; yly";  ^ ).:yy;:





p. p.P'"0- P H'
CDl cdi
CD l
O t QlO) Ol
- :y; • T a b l e . V f p  s h o w s  p r o n o m i n a l V :f p r m s : c l a s s i f i e d
a c c o r d i n g :  t o y  their, t o t a l  r a n g e  of f o r m a l y y a r i a t i o n , . 
B i n c e  \ e V e r y  root: s h o w s  d i f f a i e h t y ' P a t t e r n s  ,o f ; C o m b i n a t i o n  
with; ;a;ff‘ixa-a‘V : there, a r e  . as m a n y  f o r m a i  c l a s s e s  as t h e r e  
are- r o o t  s;, i . e .. h l n e  i n  a ll , • . ' . , V P y  _ ; '-y
■ V^- ;t R o o t  st h a v e  teenv, sh o w n *  o n  ; t h e  ■ l e f t  s i d e y  o f t  t h e - t a b l e  
a n d  a r e  i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  t h e  • e x a m p l e s  b e l o w -  o n  p . “7 7 g o  - 
It s h o u l d / b e  n o t e d  t h a t  i n  t h e  c a s e  o f  t h e  root. 5 
(i.e.. v - )  w h e n  t h e  root- i s  f  pllowbd,;byf t h e  t b a c h  V o w e l  ■ *" 
u^ ’t h e  ,ropt y y i s  ^ a s s i m i l a t e d  t o  t h e  V o w e l  u  so t h a t  - 
v v +: u  y>\u - i . e . i R  --h u : s - = u  s a n d  t h a t y s i m i l a r l y - i n  t h e  ' 
c a s e  o f  t h e  r o o t  6 ( i . e y - )  w h e n  t h e  ; r o o t  i s , f 0 l l o w e d  ;by 
f r o n t ’- V O  w e  1^  i ; t  he-.'ro of-. y ‘ is - a s s i m i l a t e d '  t o  t h e  .following, 
v o w e l  i t o  t h a t  y  + y i  >  i : i'.e> y  1 is ..*=■ is ( t h i s ) .
The... root .of' number 9 is to be. taken as id- iy so that 
foriny91 ~-koi (someone, no-one) ' ■' u - - . J
9it = kisi (anyone). ■ y - . V. yl-/ Iy y
'-Theyfo lip wing sentenced demonstrate the use Of the 
pronominal forms/in the, table . 1 yyabove. 1-1.
*vyii-mel-likhta hu 1 .write. y
• : lii mucjh lco 'no setao. . ,Ay don't tease me." ,1 -
: ■ liii munhe pane do. , . - let meygo.. . 1 yy-
liv mu,jhi- , se v o  .jhu::t’y’~ ’ y he yfel^ymbla’- vliL&h
:• ' - bola. .
2i . ctu icaha tha? - ‘
2i!i tujh se kis net keha?-1' 
2iii tujhe kya, cahiye?
2iv tu;]hi ko; tab se .dyada
\ ,k y o y f i k r ' .ttyy
3i heiirveha the •
where had you been? 
who told you this?. : 
what do you want ?■ 
why ‘are you- so much ' : 1
% concerned* ab o u h ; it;.?'
we- -were there. /'
what .do: we know about it?3ii heme kya malu: m?
3iii hem! ne unko keha tha we had/told him' this.
di ; hum keha the? where had you been? 
you should , study. •dii t,umhe:: .perhna .cahiye .
.diii -1umhi; he, mufjhko bulaya ^yoh did -call me .
5i,.. : vo. kaun .' her?
5ii veh.1. lepka veha tha.
3 ii i, ,us he- hat 1 ikha 
5iv use yeha bulao I /■*
5’v usi ne vlteha hog a
5vi ' un. ko bulad h, .
5vii unhe' ne ane do 
5viii unhi: ne b he,pa he i. 
5.ix, , unho ne ■ kya, semjha?-
who ' is that? ■ •" . . ,
that was the boy who ’ 
was there
he,wrote a-letter. . ■
call him here I , ,
. he would have told.
Call them1 <
. don'|t allow them here.
• they have sent, 
what did they understand?
. 6i ye keun hei? y.;-" " /;• who is this?- d. ' /-
; . ; 6ii . y ohi • tomara dost, hoi- , this is ;my" friend ••' /-■ " . ;
d "d/ -iGiii/disdkp le jao; • ■ . , -■ take-him away. v .. . ’ : -/ /-
yd/. Giv- -y ise no setao - ‘ don't tease him, 
d ; 6v . isi lerke hedliya hoi • this/'veiyy boy has. taken, ddd 
y ■. Gv i; • .in ko dikhao ddy\yd show them. y - . -yd.
t . Gvii inhe hetao d- "dd remove them..  ^ > //
? . t  dGviii inhi lerkio. ne per ha a theffe /girls had read. :''' ,
/':ddyy ■ tha. // . :. f- '/./'■'d/d'/ . / ■- ’ . i
Gxx inho ne keha tha. \ ■ they; had said. d/ ?d
7i no vehaiio use bulau ,/r call*. whoever is there.
a 7i‘i •-'* ,ilsV.le'pke> ko ^ dekhb bulao ./ call the boy whom you
d/y d.;' / ph; d; yy - . ' / y see. .'yyy y ■ * '■
y  v:.'/7iii \ rjise c aho. le.jao d t ake ; away whoever you i , :
y ; ■' 'dd' / ' - v ’’ dy ' " '• "want. • - .• '' */-
-• ;yd ••y y7iv y Jin logo he' ©isa kya • • those who have done- so d
;d . buradkya:>.v.d yv / yy-'/ did wrong. • d
■ ■ jinhe eql nehi vehi. those who are devoid of yyy
’  ^ , ye korte lief - d„ common ;sense/they do so. -
' - y 7ivy jinho ne keha Ytlot ", 'those,'-who said, said.
•t .d ., keha _ d yd' '• ‘ - wrong. • ; / '
■81 -: keun ay a hei?: dV'/,.■ : y/who has. come?. - d- d.
v. ■ dd// dh Bilddkis/'kbifevet, di;hei? /; Whom/did 'you invite?; ’ d-yd 
;••-d : 8iii kise poise kt hajet'• neltl - Who • doesn't need m o n e y /
'■ dtp.8ivd kih. lppko; nedfi: s :h©hx'/ydw^ :ar^&ihe,boys who--.,/'’ d/d
v d- -.y.’/■ :d*■ di' h e i ? ’a d d h  v dy-y .■■v d, didn1t pay-their feet . ;d / d h
/ ■ s dv; 8v ' kinhe .biiTadkfhu;- , '■ d? -/whom;:hhbuld• we £a$[:bad.b <d/d:
d- / 6vi kinho .ne jQraVet,;n'od&i?V/!who didn11 do undesirable; Vy/
/ /y ' ■,./ - , ; d d / - , / d  ; d things? y-'.-d _ / d -d;d
'yd// /..// ;9f/- dkoi /nehl ay a. y yy/''"hdtd\np£pi^ came. ■ yd d'dd
d' . : ,/ 9ii kisi se; no lceh doil1i te 11 it to anyone. y-y
, d -Number y ' d V. ■ /dd-.-v ; d,y:, • /? '/ ’';■/■/ : y.
: -Porms liv 21 may; only be ' in concord with: what we have y -' ;y
\ defined above (page ^  ) , as singular verbal/and nominal d 'p/d:
- . dorms (seel.01 E/5dpy?^ d ) • '• korms '31, di may only be ; / • d
/ ddd'' indbOncotd, with plural yerbalyanddnomihal f orms ; (above,, p .;.y^ ;d 
..!./?/ 1 '"dhus;1 we/may .stateyfhat forms ;liy 21 are . SINGULAR ; , ; yy
/ d y PRONOUNS: and; that forms /yi,;' It ape1 PLURAL : PRONOUNS . . * / /ddld
: It will be noted in theyexamplea,below dhat/there is concord ,r
■ - between/mel,(I),/^ andyhud(am)- (i.e.. pfonominaL:form li/and-(ynyyy 
personal verbybiX and tu (you) and he j (are ) (i.e *. : / ,/ d :;
/y "d/pronoMnal form 2i and personaly^ /not: bet ween '/
y the- pronominal forms and'/impersbnat^^ypid/formb ;'aiil, avi / • ,;v 
/ d . (i.e. likhtby likhtl)/of dthe ? nominal...forms lepka, 1 boy1 .* ■,- d
'•y/y . lepki .'girl1 );./// ; dhri:d'd;-d. yv " d. ' /  ' ' . - ; •'//di/
t f
The fo 11 owing examples ;will illustrate .the statement ♦;
Ix / mex likhta hu . ■ ••
/ ■-- - me 1 / 1 epka>: hu S;
' • > mei, iikhtihu d
d mex lepki hu/dd/
■' /2i/: if u . likhta, hex,i 
d tu: lepka liei.
' ■ - ‘ / tu.. llkhtxdhelv-■ ^
• ~d- tu /lepki hex- d f. 
: .?.i "'fiet/likhte-/hbl ■ ". /I"
' /' :hemdlerke>Veii,;h' hex 
';•■/; hem;: 1 epki&%eri :h hex 
'; 4i " .t umdlfkfafe ho . / Vy 
■; . : turn.. Iikhti lio - -
V.d ':/dyd:l, write/(mt)' , y /
: ’’• 'd d/l/anT a\.bby>d y fd
ofd / . d; dt .-write* (s.f.) yd'
d. d--d’dd/ ' l  am a girl d-' d/
;‘d ty,: / ^ou . write ( s.m . ), d-d"
'd. -' dd/ dd you/are a boy (s .m,. )y: 
ydd dyy. d !/you "write (s;.f. ) * ’dd// 
d - / i ~>v you.; are" a giitd . . \ .•
:dl - -; dd/ -H§-- wuite/ (mdf. X \' ' / .
wo toys are poor. -,y .  
/ ../we girls are poor.
.- d / you (pi ) ' writeyd 
■ - you (pi. ) write. dy-
what type /of, boys you"d" turn ^ texse- lerke /lio y- 
Porms /5i/ ii ) / d y vtd/\'’'dd -■ y d y  > .. dt dy •■ -
/ - .  , . y  6i, ’  i i , : ; X ' : v , : yd/ may ’/bed- i n , : / p  oh cor i/withd'both; singular'
. \ ;7i - :/X/' /dand /plural;verbs /ahh-hbuns;;(see
.; ■ . 8i ': ‘d^cf/ahotbdptge’- • d.‘ 'dd// dd/‘ / //;'■■ ■ ■ /• ‘y .7
Pbr. .the momehtv we-- shall refer. to, these forms as NEUTRAL 
. PORMSv./ ':t/d‘/dd//d/t-: y u ^ -.///';- ■' ' y/d; ‘ ; f /./d
..The^  following/examples ^ illustrate, this •statement-•> • .././/
:/ ‘ 5i vo likhta hei • --d:/d' . he writes, ,/d/.dd/';/
‘ ... .vo likhte hex ■ ’ "/d/ - •/. they writ p. ' • v
are;
yd vodbecc'jfe hei d - d'-* he is a child. \ ' ;   \
■ \ , vo: beccfe her ; d//d:dd they are . children. d: y*
.. 51i vQhi lepka aya: , 'h y that very boy chme.; d • y 
d- - vohi lepke ae. d . ; those ' very boys came. y d  /dd
6i ye lopkx gat i hex ", ■ - this girl 'sings.r • d-d
ye, lerki.a gat 1. her yy • these girls sing. d. 'dy.-y 
,6ii yehi lerki di at i: thi d" -this very girl was /going. / ////
d ,'■/ yehi; lepkia yjati thi:, /i0thes;e : very girls -wore -goingvyd
- - <■ 7i Jo/ lerka rota tha. / the boy who cried, ;y yy y V y
' - d -:• jo'-•■Isrke-"-rote-.they. •'/ ,the boys who cried. '-yd/-
- d: 8id keun admi, v©ha tha " who was. the- man there?- dd/d;
d, ;d d • kouh log ifeha the •. who/were the men there? dd
. 9m koi lerka yeha no. tha no boy was here.-- • ' \v ;
: GENDER ' ; 7 ' \ d yd * : /dd/ ' ' : \ ■ d • d//dy
.-■POrms"-ll;r Pip 4-i51> ;ii, 6i,-ii., 7y  Si.r 9i may be In. • /ydd.
• cohcord: with nominaldancl verbalt-forms ‘/of either gender . .d dd;
(i.e.. masclillne//ahdfeminine) , as shown In.. C.B.-3 and. . \/: d;d 
0 .B/A (see, page ' d:/:' y > , d • ..yy . d:-y rd
Thus >the above pronominal forms, .show .no concord of '. . d d
' / ;. The. concofdial relations of GENDER aredexhibited x yd 
* only when: these pronominal f drifts colligate with either „ yd yy
'. nominal. forms , or verb al f orms ~ showing' mas culine or'; feminine //,/ y
d- . gender.. ■ yd-. vdy d. d„ y.yd d ■"/ yd -y'1"' ■ yj / ydd; dd
./ : '/d/'.T® ■/' ''. " 5  " ? j / /  ■'• //. d-;' y  ■/' f U  ://.'
- Porm 3i may- be' in.. concorddonly with verbal forms aviii*
; aim, and axii^ "which have: been defined above as-masculine 
plural .forms • (see, p. s •*? / v) not with'ye3?bal.-forms -akv axi ' d 
:referfe<i,tbdabove yas feminiheyplupal' forms /(see /pbge ) -
;dfd//; Porm Ji may, however, -be in concord with nominal '
> : /forms -of either gender. *, In bther, words. when the proho-
y minal formh©m/(We:)drefers..-syntactically fto/the: . 
y : f eminine/homdtial/f orm,-/it' is in concord with'the masculine 
plural impersonal verb forms. • e.g.
, , '. lei/Mo, ne keha'ltrii ha/rohe/hei1 / ' k ' / y -
k ■'■'.k'p, ;';/tSkky fhe girls :safcL -,t;We are /going." > .■ •
;ds'to/be/compared ;withy y'' - yd. y-y^,/; ; : y f/xy
lepko ne/koha ‘ ,t:hem - /ja: r.ehe hoi” ‘ ; y d-d'"
f If, however-, theyfeminineypluralynominaldformys syntiact-k 
ic.a.lly interposed between the pronominal form and they verb, 
d/iBedVerb'^l form-is, then' in concord. with /the, nominal form-, :;d
•-■y-- e * S * , 1 ■ ■- y... ’ . ' d  ' y
.; - ~ - - - hem lepkia" sinema - farahi hbr c..yd / ' /d / "-';k, ■ -
d‘ y ,;y-, /\. /'; !“r the girls areygoiiig ;to- the; pictures. ..y d
to be compared with, dy - - xd. , , ; /dvdx
I-,/;’/..,, //hem /Ibf'tee; sihema jarbhe. •liil, "• ■ ■. ■•■-■.;./-i.. /yd ■ ' / /-k/y
"'//'’ /,.//// ■ ,,y dd wedbbys :are’; going to' dhedpicfures. ’ ./dd;
/ - -The . f bllov/ing examples . will , show their, uses^ . / .,
, v ', ;liy :mel lopka hu. ' lam' a boy. d.y /'
d 1 . ;Bimple underlinirigdehows numbeudconcord-and/doubled/.
/ d underlining indicatesy gender concord, yd - ky:-
5i
mal'flejkl- hu 
mei bola tha 
mei boll thi,:






O "P™ i n
Vo lefka:, per tlia
vo lopki pephti thi
6i ;ye merd sot a tha 
ye,ouret sotl thi 
7i fj o:' lepka nacta hel
,~jo lopki nacti hei
, I am a girl. .
I spoke. • ■ • ’ -
I spoke.: - v
you ,are a child (m). 
you are a child (f )' 
you were crying (m). ;:
Jou Were crying (f ).
you were singing (in) ,
you were singing (f ).
■ that boy used to. read.
that girl, used to read*
this man was,, sleeping
this woman was sleeping
that boy.who danced
that girl who danced.
8i keun lopka .fjagta tha which of the boys was.awake?
keun tstpki, jagt i ,thi '* which of the girls was '
x yx ■ ... awake? ■' . /?■ ' \ x-.
9i . koi admi likhta hoga some man;might -be writing-?.;?
koi,ehret: iikhti,. hogi
3i .hem likhte the.
some women might be \ 
writing'?/ x ■
we (in* and f *.) used:,to 
"write/
d :x,.. r | k .  /-' /■ / / k k x - ' k  - ' / rk
d/x:' ■  ■ -: Ixam: .jage k ./ / we/(m. /and -fk )y kept awaken. ’
k ■’ / / ■• .x - / hem;. ©cche/i lepke hex 'We; are- good boys.. ' -
xxx " kX- / -/., hem ecchi iepkia hex ,wp are good,girls. ;
/xxxXk/kpp^QN-:.V/,,/ ' /kkk/k,/' "<■/ , - ./ ;/:/y ; ■' /
: dx- // ■--/-X The concord" of Pe r son is shown in Concord Pattern ' / k 
-.xk"/; kkk5; (page ,k... k .^..k/:''/ - k v
/ ///. .,;- x Wb , may 'now .state "that' form/'kk , k / / / xk/:kkk - J -
k / -./> //"//li/'whichyshows^  concord; with'verbal f orms; aiiy- iii, v,
: /x/'x vl, xiii, bi, ci, ii may be described as 1st Person
x;/k ; yk "v' Singular/Pronoun .■ ,.;-//- x,k v~ / x ’'?//.;/' k
/ - ; Z//2i/Zwhich showskcohcbrd/with^yerbal"forms ai,/.ii,/iii, iv, : 
X/ ■ 1 ; ^vi?xii',v bii,xiii//ivy/pi^ ll/t151! be^jdbhcribed; as.
■kk/d' • d/Bnd-'Pfetson Singular Px^ onbun. /' ’/ .. ' x x -//.
;/.k 1 3i;;^ fiich, shows., concprd/withA‘verbal/fbrms;: a-viii,-xliy- xv,
■ x , Zb;kly, :v,,/ciii, iv mdy/be/described as 1st• Person, /
• xx. . , Plural. k//x _ ;;■■-/ X^'f x p r ' ,k k x/k /, ■ ’"k •/’■•
//: m^which:"shows; coneord;witfe verbal;f paras v a' viii,Z or, xi, k
,v -x: xiy, biii, ciii, iv may be described/as 2nd Pei's on * 
kdvd'p.v /Plural. :\./,' _ k-V ■ /k k / - / X'"k" v'k ■/-•/’ • >•'
k \ -. / "• / 51,: 6i which s'hovr concord/with verbal forms aii, iii, v , /;
" CV*'/7; '/'d^iV/vxii^ kx.,//xi xii, . xv, bii,.iii, iv, v, cl* ii, -iii, 
k V;k/ x-x iv Tuay be desci'ibed as 3rd . Person, .Singular and Plural 
/Z/"- " 7?k: -k (see: p a g e / k -  /////■..•■ / . . .  ^ ,:/"■ .
x ? Z Tke/, abovd classification is based entix>'ely .upon eoncordial
■ v  relations v/not >onkfbrm,s6 as/such? x : :'- / :  k / k d / Z k / X  ‘ - : , /  / h /  ■
: /,; \ ! Eofm may show ' concord with-Zalfdpersons singular ■ ?- 
and, plural^personal verbs'. : '• '■ k^/dX/v?.// - xX'x./x/k
/  ' t/elg/mef ,jo kemzoix ,admi/hu ; v .  , I . ' who/ d r n  a weak man.
67 k  tu tjo mezbu it admi■ bei you,(s.) , who are ! a
*’ strong man. ■' k//X ■
,/kk 0 6;kZ- ‘vo.kio i :;manday61epka hei>; b i S ? who- is. an honest: -
" X  k .  h X / ' / ,  6"''. ; ‘7 k r' ,.;k -  boy . (s..), . 7  - k  7
/ k x - r - - vo; no/i: mandaV lepke hex • those who. are honest / //
. V xt/h ; : turn jo/nek ho ///-„ x- ^  y o u who ~ are' gentle ;
xkk x . - hem jo.mejhn :r hex ,///X/ we , "who.' are ; f amous" ,
: /■ d/'Tbr$.8,1/.may/sliow/concord'Mwitb/allxp^ singular and ;//
plural/of' personal' ybrbsvx/k //-'/' *V;-/'■' x'-kh/k/.k-.kb 1 ■ ./
/■’ -Ik Z Xp.gi, mex6keuh':;hu?;a . k-X'rk7 / • Whov-vamxl? v- xx ., 7.-. 
x/ . x- ,lu -keun' hei?Z ' ■■xo/x ;/ ^ Who are you;
• *• :/k /'■" - hem ;h©un- hhl?. * 6 kk, k  ;x -/ / . ' Who are. .we ?* k  .. ; : / ' ■ -  . i < ='* k y " ’- : " 11 * ' X . X .  ' k :  ” b6 - /  * /  7  v k -  h  ! \ , , / h -  " O ’ -  , p
/ /•;,■; ' :///:' k  ^ ' tum/keun ho? ■Xxxx , Who; are. you ■7 '»• -X-, 7k -6 - k k 1;''-jjgsnr1 . k > -v, •. , .,"yUy..:7• ~.-6.- ,7. • „
/ ,- . ' •" ' / *vo;'keu&^ hel?'"X X6 ,-k/ 7;' .;-;Whd;is'hd?,., x k : - , x;—, - '
w/X--U-7 .kX.,. ; - .'7 k. 6-;-
k. ‘ / X 'x vo keuh: hex ‘ 6 /k-kk ,x z^ho are; they?" ;; ;
k ■ v 1 'V«s,;'7'. " \ s^. ’'.,‘.7-7 -X .-saHcr.,..:,,; ,67..7^-k- - ■
; k.Eoxmi 9i Zfaay/ bhow’ colieoid .only with 3fd personAslngulaf6X-vX:kk 
'/ / of personal verb. / ■  ■ /t/d f: ! ;// vk,/ ,/-/X''^'/, v" ' ■ x' _> -' X;
/ '"'/.7..;/-;/ e^g.;;koi/h©i?6. . /^ pxr/kX/x:,: ' Is there anyone? ;
;6; It will'be seen "from the: above- statement that/form 5ii? . - ../
k ■,. : 6ii sliow the' s arne :,c one or dial i^elations/as forms 5i and 6i. .
k X x . a ; ,  /
- Norms li, ,21 may cgj-ligat e/.-with the-. p6.st, posit ion ne' •'? ■/’ ■
. Z. but with no. others, -dd ' x b /'b /XZ^b -a ■' k
X / dd\b Norm *-'31?'iii, 41, ‘ iii’.‘may• ?c^lligate with ail- post—  
posit ions 'b^ b-xk^d dbb//-' d ; d 7 ;X X 7
/ -.• Norms lli,' nv,: 2ii,/ iv - may colligate .with-all^pOst
/ \;positfp'n-s bxbluding/r^^^ ; / -‘X- '• ■ : X vX / X
■ ; - . Norms 5iii?5v ). ; Z.v h'/xd Xxz; 'dd - ■ dx.
xb x' X " 6iii,; 6v.;;^ ': z. xx/ -'d . Zb'\,'xibb' • /. • /X X'
d Z ,/*: 7ii d;d^ -:>' 9 -dx"/ Va?/roiligate ;with allipost d d  /
-, ' !'?,*• ‘ '■ ',Z-' Gbix'X/ ) /positions'. " XbX"’' ZXd,x x fx b, 'd
. ..Norms 5vi, 5viii ^. Zmal colligate with, .all post ;V :-/-.
: X- , 6vi, zGviii: ) positions ex cludlngZre.'/ / Z
ZZdd ■ •. , Z Z z 7iv, 8iv V  ^ x XZ / 7 . dZ - x ■' </ \
b , ; ■ Norms Si^d Bixb dYiyXSviZmay/caliigate with-post
Xz position ne but no others. /' ;
’Those forms listed, above which may c^liigate with ■ 
ZZpast^  positions Of any '-'kind'miayZ.then be .called OBLIQUE/
Z ,NORMS .(see p. d ^  ; d-z -X d ■ i d"/^; "Z' ''
x,Z'x - Those forms which mayrohly/ obligate with ne may 
// be Called,/f bf the'moment, . OBLIQUE NORMS -1- ne . X ' ,;z
x/ ■ / b Norms liii, 2iii, 3ir, , 4-ii, 5iv, vil, 6iv, vii,
■ : ’ . . "b . ' 71Ii, v, 8iii, vybxbZ_ xZz -7" dx/ --.,.dxx
x may neither -colligate, with/ post /positions,,/ nor' may show 
- any conpofdialz reihtlonsdwith.z verbs,; as forms 11 - 9i .d • 
Z, dbscrlhe^xabbve^^d’1 These forms, In this study, /will be.
termed ABSOLUTE NORMS.. 7f' . .
v Norms 5iii, v, 6m ,  v,y ?ii,: 8ii, ,9ii; may also, be 
in e:oncord- with,0'blique singular nouns 1,(page, 2. •
and thus may bo called SINGULAR OBLIQUE PRONOUNS. .
e.g. us lark© ko .dekho. : See that boy,, 
d ;d v;d usi lapke ko-dekho 
d . b ! is l©fke ko dekho.
•. .•" ’■ isi lepke ko . dekho
admi^
see. that (particular) boy. 
see this boy.. ' • ■ y  -
• see this (particular) boy. ■„ 
this man who heard 
<' , who is the ■ man who told. - 
kisi.admi ko ne, betao- don't disclose it to anyone.-
pis a s ne. sun a
d '
kis admi ne iiya;
;/d Norms 5vi,. viii, 6vi, viii, 7iy, 8iv may also be in , 
..cohcorddwith '/oblique.*' pi.ur.al' nouhs- and/thus ...may he - called b 
BLURAL OBLIQUE NORMS. . •. *. kgy; d k  ' dd? ■ . /d , ■ k
X .eVg. un lepko ko bulao"
, . unhi. lepko ko bulao 
• - ; . . in;: lepko ko bulao'
t ;4 ; inhl/i©pko ko. bulao
d . , - h „ kfi k o V■ ; 7 ; (]in- lepko teeksh^a—d
:. ,/y V a b i  k » ^ a -
call those boys.
.call those . very boys;, 
/call- these boys./" . 
cull these very hoys, 
the boys>. who; said so;., 
said wrongly.
. kindl©pko : ko s^za ! dhich -boys shall. I - punish .' 
v /- Norms 5ivy.\Giv, .'7iii?- 7v* 7.vib bd-d'dbd , Z d
‘d- d;: d, .;5vli, 6vii, 8iii, ;8v, 8vib'd: ; . • k ; .'dd
d b - k  5ixk 6 i x  "■' ■ , d" / ’dZ : ' ' "dd
may nbtdbe/indconcord/wIthZhomihal forms..,; :h ;; •; -
bddddd/dWdd* /7ty  bb//z b ’dd /  7\ ; .,
;.’, v " However, other uriteria such as syntactic aha •
semantfa* xcompell us/toxtre-at ,fhqse: foVmsrlndthe. following
Way d/ • A; -• ' ,b.6 ( / dX: A;.7' A- d. " 7 /db ■ v *' '*'/ '/ -
7 . 5ivV;6iy, 7±i:P--» Bii-i/may- stand in/place, of an
; , ohliqhe singular nominal f qrmA k :f he : po;st/pos it ion ko.
: . . . ■e.'g,?:compare/-'d/"'"a dd/ ''d//'Z. : /b: - - /-.
;// (; us/ lepke/ko., dekhOA' <’b see., that boy /
Ad7/'7 ( use dekho ' . / / ■ A ■ see him . ■ dA— 7/
‘ d/vx d ‘v ’ ( is/lepki ko, dekhoj. d . b' see this girl / X
. ; ^ ise' dekho dd- A. 7,.- ., 7, aee;:her: 77/7 etc.,
7 7. Norms; 5vii, , 6viir, 7v, Sv; stand lh place of a plural /
obliqueAnqmihaidform y post position kov /;:; // •
A' '"d ' e.g.. compare ' ■..ddddxd'7 ■ dr ; Ad' dx :
// . (. un/iq^hq ko : dekhqd / 7 see7 those boys
; ■ d ■ . , ( unhe dekho //' d dx . / see- them ' 'ddd'd.
/vd* d7 d/ , ( (in /lephiqxko dekho A-.,, aba-thbse girls
dd,. ■ x ■ /(■; inhe dekho, x  -7 d p / '  see them. >•
' // d: Norms 5id? .Gix, 7vi, 8vi stand in place of an oblique
.vx/piural nomihair:-fprm u- post position, he. dd :'A: A
d;/ 0.g:.-comp are. .d ’ ■ - y •./ . bA, d '. , Ad * d
/.x X ( lepko ne bet ay a . / the boysbtold (us). - x
77 . unho ne betaya',. 7. they told (us).
/ Thus- we\ shall;term /,: . dZ , /. d' ; d ’' 'bvb'
5iv, 6iv, 7iii? 8iii singular’absolute ;fbrm. y
/;.3vii,/6yir, 8v '7> plural1 ahs9 lute form. ,
/ Z/d Z5akd 7diZ"8vi d "plhfaldoblique form +. ne.
/Norms ii, 7iv 8i, 9-i, • which' we have
termed neutral forms above, may not colligate, with post /A r —/ 
positions hut. may/be - in- concord with verbal forms, either 
.singular or -piural,. masculine , and feminine and- in concord 
with nominative nominal' forms of either gender and number. , .y 
; ''Thusy-weh iilay refer ..tp these forms as NOMINATIVE /-
PRONOUNS./' Z- 'Z ; " :x ' k,. Z ' ' ..\k>
, e .g., vo ay a 1 ; /■ he came.. ' - ■ ' .
. a vo aye , / . they- came k  - ■ X
:vo lepka; jataihei that boy is .going. . 7 / /.
vo. lepke jate; h©i those boys, are going. .A
vo ai she came/ . , 7.AA
/./ - vo ai A - 7 they(f) - dame .. ■
vo lepki jati hei that girl is going. /A :
A -vo lep.kia jati hel those' girls; are going. - /yy:
/ A xZ7;- : ' ■ A. V A ' ' etc. ' AX'
; .A / It Will he noted/from' the examples: above1 (page ; k
7bhat ; forms; liv-, may occur in xbhe same concordiat ^relation as lid
A 'X/fhu^ in emphatic and emotional context^ Axt
VxSe^aHfid/ criteriayaamand/that;we. should hall these forms - 7/
• : Emphatlc. Norms ok the ..forms . sho™ orr. the right side above 
■b'x as 'exemplified/helow e.g. > />: k ”‘ Axxy-Xk-', - ‘ : ?/ A7/
‘‘ : /Ay mujh se Xqesuir hu.a. . X 7 -vX It was • my fault.. x x-
. x/ x-/xzx'jnuqlii se 'pebu ::rylua' C7 . Ax It,, whs/-(part icularly ) ■- ' '■ ' ;d
yy!- / A A_ h,.( X..:x/Zx ’ 1 ■■•x... X -my fault. i,r ' -• y.y;. ./X
■X ; :y vo lepka aya xX;ykyX;X: xx that boy came. • k. . > xAXA,
. ■ zaAZvehi' Ippka/aya. . , that very boy came. Xt 7
_ 'Xv ■ x-7/ Hem. ne: suha 7 x- £AX; 7X:- ' A x 7 'We heard. -■ Xx 7 A^„ A7
-y / . hemp lie suna Xxk-kA/A- Specially) heard, etc. x
.A . But sin.ee A semantic; /considOrat Ions ydo/ hot form part of our ’
study, we/need not comment any further./ ■- /A y: ■ 7/
'/ - >x A-,.x- A-Ax Indeclinable . Pronouns /x -
■ / A A few words;,- uhichxhre/ formally "invariable are :• XA - /
A A/found-to function -syntactically as the-pronominal - forms , . X-
x '■ discussed-’above,*x-A x , XX /. X .’x x x ;v x/.X-xy,, _ . x.,-A
• 7.° ; X'- These are / the words ap, kuch, kya. - x-’ :y 7 /•/
A  X ..;/A ? &  be: iXyoh7 r d X k ^ X e^on/piuralXeESohal>: ^ : X
x ' /Verbs and with plural masculine4 and femirihe^ . impersonal /
AAyy.verbal/forms., 7 /. ,.X AtyA "A/.y-.x./y^  ;x 7 ■' 7 /. XX
y Ax7 ■ (2) may' c,©liigatex'with; allypost positions.
A/e *g:* 'apzi; X y " •
; A 7.; Bp ©cche adrni /.her X A" . *
• X ap ecchi lopki. hoi X -kX. 
:/ ,9g©r ap_ likhte- t o mai at a
X x eger-ap /iikhti to men aba
’ . ap ko koha kuna haiAx -/;.y
you are/young. - 
you are a good man*
you are a good girl*
^ , - " v -  ■
/if you (m;/-we^&y have;
; . -Z.. . * , K. <X/\fJ2—
written 1 could^corne.
* f (if) aY
' - y  ‘ ; ■ ' •  ■ ■ f , \  G A f J L - •, ^
written IX could, come.
. , ' aX\AA’ "A" ■. *■ . ,( • A- ■
7  ;' x where do./you int end
V ‘ r ' >■ ' -P1 ! \ ' 7 ' A./y 7 7,-^
A "A . ///■ k  :XA:AA..7 X A / V'A k to gO * A / . , y
; .Some semantic considerations laadA-us to term this A
,, pronoun the 'honorific7 pronoun’*" 'Ak : kkk\. . A /; •
■ *. A'-- ’A I ’ 0) A ■ '"A‘X XX ■■' /" /A1 /
A.’ ykuch-■ /an d :lbya- may be ;in concordwithbanyyperson ,of
Azperspnal'Verb *a y-XA'X 'A -/ X y A-, aXAX /" ak k  a/AXA-A
- - (2) in concord wit k;nominal forms of a any/gender,. yAX '
number or. case e*g. ; ' '/ . a XXX A/X7' . /X/" ' A; . k' k
k\" mujhe kuch- kitabeXkarl:i,dni- hei I. have to buy some .•
A A/, k / - A a-, .k - .■ /' /■;{■; ■ XA 7 y y / ■' books. ..fk; ? X
. /A a/ ap Akya caheteAtelk 7 A/Aa - '< What do you /wantk Z "
lnr a/full'sc ale -grammar of Urhu,/ it would be convenient to
, call ^ suchywords ''pfbnouiilv by analogy; with, other pronouns,..
' though'? they/.do - not show. the.-characteristic patterns/ of X/y
formal variation*X Z Buchywords will/be;/called ' Indeclinable
/ pronouns '• * /X A- ■ •; A v k  -aa-a k  Zy//-/---, IX, . k ‘ .-It- , A. ■ :
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7 QQNGORI) PATTERNS" . : " ; f / - , . J V .. ■ ,
Wheni cert aih classes" ofword ca-occur In an Urdu , . ; 
sentence-there\is a relationship^-of - mutual expectancy L 
between hhe' particular .form of':.'each class .that may 
co-occur. This relationship, -whereby a .form Ai of one 
class co-occurs with a form :of second cl,ass, and \ 4-
with^fhrm vbii of a third class is what ; isfmeant^by ^
1concord’ ■ in . this thesis . > . Thb sets' of co-oecurrent, 
forms, e . g ., ,Ai k^i -F.bii, i.e. -, 1 .-h
gher eccha,hei (This) House is g o o d ^ , . h u  .?_■ t
in the example above are called 'Concord patterns:1;. - ph 
Concordial'relations may be said to/ obtaih betueeh; such 
forms, or we .'may? say hhat form' M  - '.Concords with' -form 
^ i and bi1 etc.. ■’ , h:. , 7 ' h'h
- In this thesis 5 concord patterns ,are established. 
Concord patterns 1,2,"5>4-‘-interrelate., nominal, .adjectival 
ahd verlial forms;:, concord pattefh,5; interrelates pronouns 
"and personal, .verbal, forms. i ' :' ' 7 \
The conqord patterns ^ sethout bih\this chapter are 
'those p at terns which have, already b e.eii referred- t o in' the 
previous,-chapters-. ■ ‘ ■ ■ ■ =v7\h •' >■.,
The'1 abbreviations; O.P^p 1 and 2 refer to relations • 
.between/nominal, adjectivaliand verbal^forms which will .
Ih3ee... Firth.' jSynopsisv ofLinguistfct'Theqryyl930-55' pl7«.
be termed Concord, of -Number*
CvP.,3 and 4 refer to the relations between nominal 
; adjectiyal „Jaiid*’ iwper son^ l'iye.£b‘dll forms which will; be, 
termed. Concord of - Ce'nderC:VV?t: V- v i-.,. ft.,,
C.PI,5 Prefers' t o; ;reiations between; pronominal -forms 
and personal verbal forms which will, he termed Concord 
of Person, ' ; '' ' 1 C C C y t  . y' V . •
C0NQ.QPD- OP - NUMBER , 
C.Pvl. (Singular)’
' ' ' ' .■ .. ' ' ' ■ ■ .’V' 1 s -
, . •• - \ \ A
Nominal forms ;b
:  ^ '"’If . • 0-\:Co o - 
Adjectival forms
f '  ^
Verbal forms^
Ai - Pi . ', . • tfrf^ -±i ■' (a) ii, iii, iv,xii,
V - *. • . ' (b) ii,'iii,
' '■'1 . \ .. ; ■ , ■ : (c) i,:r;
■- ; - ■ ■ -- 02? . - / .
. . ■ 1 . - , ■ ' ; .. ; . • (a) v, vi, vii.
Bii . /  y t V  _y ^ i i i - f  t  ■ .. ' ’ (b)) ii, iii,
-'f........ * ‘ ■ 1 ; -  ■ _ (c) 1 1 ; . .  i f  f  -
1-. See Chapter■ 2. ' C
2.. See Chapter'3.,
3 • See Chapter 4,..
a.E.2.. (PlutalX
Nominal forms "V; injectiTalyforms:: " Verb al" f orms; -;
Ai, Biiy- Pii ' :• y?C iii or oi ii " y f. ( a ) w p  f; ix, xi f, - xv
(b) iv * v r (° ) iii
y '; -or.... :" ->" 
(a) x, -xi, xv,
(b ) iv, y , (c ) iv
The elioi'pe;where there .;,are:;aiterhatiyes' is deter-.; 
:m i i h e < f ^ y  ; ^ d h c ^ r d ; ; p i  .Qe^de^\^eeppa^@-\^^ ' ‘
OONCOKD .QF GENDER , - 
.0.P.5*■ (Masculine),. Ay
llom in ai f oniis? yAdje ctivai,; forms ;. ■ Verbal - forms b y b y - by ^  \
A” - B ,"'. . . :X 'b^i/orb. ^ yLiiy b y (a) ii,. iii, iv, b -b ■
Gany form) y:v‘ f ;X " V ' w .  ‘y ' i , : .  by- or viii, ix, xii - .-A; ;
' -V . ; f
- y  -1 ' \
(c) i or'iii y ; .
Jrr-'. .>. > 'r. - ■/ 'r • ' ' • —  -L
,:.f The"thpiae"where;:‘thetetard:^aitei*natives)is' deter-. , 
juined^ ’hy Gbhcdrd- uf -nuiiibe;r,bseef abovp>; page; Cf ^ '■
; 0 ;B^^.X!(Pe37i i n x h e ) : / ' . y'’y y ^  y,;. f  • y - X  ■
Nominalbforms !: adject ival forms 1 b-Verbai' forms'" r "yy ,. ‘.tv.
-OiA'^r ;y‘^dkfiib- y yytyy " (a) y, yay viibor x v xi
(:any, ;£ o rm')' yf; • ; ■ (c ) - ii : or iv : ^ . . . b
. V ■' The choice - v/liere thereare tiiternahi^ 
. ' ;-ixii;heh hy Concord of Number ,: see' above page
■?* - , COHC.Q.RI) OP P E R S O N ;yP', " P P
' ;; ,y( The ;:r on cordial. relatione here are" with-^ personal'
hp , foinm of "the . verb only $ not with impersonal, form. ) ;P
c.P-5. / . : . ; x
v;X.;X ’, XXX xf X XX: •
v ' P- -A
Pronominal,, forms ■ X
• 1 ■ . X I' . y . -/ ■ p 
Personal verbal, forms
X- li ‘ xy ^ . PX-' ’X . ‘ ;■ . atxiir^ .'hi,y. x  YX v P
2i \ ■ a i, xiii,'.b ii,' iii ;• V '
■ Ji XXb v; •: , Xx. a xv,' b iv '■ '' ' ~
4i - .1 XxXx a xiv, :biii 1 ' - IP
5i 5 6i . .... ' ;.y a xii, ; xv, b ii,' iv
\ a xii, XWpjP^iPr;, ?
b i, ii, iii,-Y iv ; ' :., X ;
9il ' ■ Xx a xii, b.ii x - X .  . .
p.y; .Conperl;-of Person /is valws^s1 with form one of the: 
Pronoun and a Personal Verbal. f orm.:.. p,\ ,y . .
1. See Chapter : page i (? 1 
-\2.1See ■ Chapter: 1,' page
y ;  * ■ , y  ; ' ; ; ^ X y  X "  ' Y  9 *  \ X ' ■ . : V " X  ^ X l y
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